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ABSTRACT

The results of a detail-ad gravity study of an area of aijout 211CC kui2

in Horth western Ontario, Cistrict cf risncra (Patricia portion) are
f 

reported. The arsa includes pcrticns of the English River, /he Uchi

and the Berens fiivec geological Sunprcvinces and covers the Hsd Lake
^

and circh-Uchi Precambrian /re^rstcre belts,

s 
Data from 51til gravity staticrs sdtablished during the ^uonners cf

1975 and 1S76, are compiled tc produce a map of Bouguer gravity
5

anomalies. Density inaas ureier. ts macs during the purvey on over 2800



fresh rock samples are discussed.

The Bouguer gravity anomalies are divid-ad into relatively short (due 

to shallow, local sources) and lcng (due tc large crustal features) 

wavelength components cy means cf spectrum analysis, upward 

continuation and graphical sicctbing techniques. A comparison of the 

filtered maps with local qsclcgy shews that the spectrum and 16.OS km 

upward continuation based maps are unable to isolate completely the 

 two components of the Bcuguer gravity field. Thus, graphically 

smoothed regional and residual naps **itii a bias towards the geology 

were prepared for two-dimensional gravity modelling purposes, A 

vertical second derivative map cf the gravity field is found tc c e 

useful in lithological identification and resolving stratigraphic 

prcDiems.

The residual Bouguer anomaly nap shews numerous positive and necative 

anojiuiies which are usually associated with high density metavolcanic 

and low density granitic rocks, respectively. Two dimensional 

gravity modelling carried cut alcng 26 gravity profiles suggests that 

the Modelled greenstone cslts usually indicate broad synformal 

basin-like shape with varying thicknesses. The depth extent of

greenstones averages 4 km in the Bed Lake celt uetween 3.5 to ^ km in
A

the Dirch-Ochi belt, 2.3 km in tte Dixie lake belt and about 1 km in

the Coli Lake belt. The felsic to intermediate metavoicanics and
. h

metasediments (Uchi Subprc^ince) are less than 1,5 ka -chick le bottom
A A

topography of the models scmetiies reflects typical synclinal,
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anticlinal or homoclinal structures vhcse vertical projection on to 

the surface in many instances coincide with mapped structure. Ths 

gravity modelling suggests that nest granitic cathoiiths are 

relatively thin, sheet like cr flat sill-like, usually between - to 7 

km deep, with relatively ir.hcmcger.ecus phases near the

qrseustona/grani te boundary* Exceptions are the Gull ke (cetaeen 13
A 

km to 16 km deep) , the Hcsen Lake (between 10 to 12 km aeep) and the

Troup River (about 9 km desp) tathcliths.

The 12 to 15 mgal amplitude residual positive anomaly associated with 

the boundary between the Uchi and Ecglish fiver Suuprovinces 

indicates the existence of ac east-west trending Archean ffi 

metasedimentary trough which dips steeply tc che south reaching 

deptns varying oetween 6.5 tc 12 km.

The regional gravity model which ccnpares with the Seismic depths has 

been -explained by und.ulaticns cr. the Eiel and Mohorovicic 

discontinuities.

1.
IN12CDUCTION

f\
S 

The results presented in this /tudy rcrm a part of tho Ontario

Geolo(jical Survey's systematic detailed gravity survey of tne 

Prec.iiaDrian aetavclcanic-metasedimentary celts of Ontario. Geological 

studies in many of these celts have shown that they are 

litiiiloqically and structurally couple* with significant density



contrasts. Gravity survey is thus one ct the few feasible methods 

for determining the deeper geological and structural characteristics

of thrj relatively flat and often inaccessible Precambrian terrain of
h

Ontario. The present study considers the implications of te gravity
A

field for the structure and gecnetry of the Eirch-Uchi and Red lake 

greenstone belts in Northwester r. Ontario,

The area of investigation (Fig. 1)-jSituated within the Superior 

Province of the Precambrian Shield, includes parns of three 

geological suuprovinces- They are the Uchi Surprovince in the middle

bounded on the north by the Eerens Hiver Subprovince and on the 

souta uy the English fiiver Sutprcvince (rig. 1). Numerous 

matavolcanic-raetasedimer.tar5 b^felts and distinct felsic intrusives 

are located throughout the survey area. In the Uchi Subprovince the 

study area of this report includes tvic e/ccncsnically very J important 

and structurally complex metavclcanic-niatasadiraentary belts, nansely, 

the airch-Uchi and Red LaJce belts. These two belts have seen 

important for the production of gold, silver and base metals and have 

several producing mines.

The gravity field survey was undertaken during the syfummer months of
5

1975 and 1976. The purvey was designed to cover a vast area (211CC

km2) since both the short vavelecgth (shallow supracrustal rocks) as 

well as long wavelength (deep crustal) geological features were of 

interest. Emphasis in the field was placed on a closer spacing of 

gravity stations over the kncwr netavclca ric-metasedimer.tary areas.
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5141 gravity stations vere established using four LaCoste and Ecmberg 

model G gravimeters. During the course of the survey, over 2bOO fresn 

rock samples were collected frcn outcrops of various lithologic 

units- Is a result cf this vcrk twc preliminary Ecuguer gravity maps 

have already oeen published (Gunta anc wadge, 1978; Barlow at al t 

1976). For final publication these twc reaps have caen compiled tc 

produce a Bouguer gravity map at 1:250,000 scale (Plate 1, in
5 *.c.

pocket), vieological maps cor the purvey area are available from the 

Ontario Geological Survey at scales varying from 1:12,000 to 

1:253,^C.

The interpretation of the lccal meal Surface) geological features, 

usually represented by small *a selength^r "residual anomalies", is 

best carried out cy removing the long wavelength "regional anomalies" 

from the coserved gravity field. In view cf the fact that this study 

is primarily concerned with residual gravity features, a variety cf 

regional-residual separation rcettcds have been applied to the Bouguer 

gravity map. These are upward continuation filters, optimum filters 

designed from aii analysis cf the energy spectrum, and visual 

graphical smoothing- The filtered naps thus obtained have been 

compared with the mapped geolcgj. le enhance anomalies originating 

from shallow sources an optinua second derivative map has also teen 

computed

Quantitative two-aimensicnal jcdel analysis cf the graphically 

smoothed residual gravity field has teen carried out ilong 26



profiles covering most of the prominent anomalies. Computed gravity 

models have oeen compared *itb the lappsd gsology. For certain 

strike limited anomalies, a strike correction has ueen applied to the 

two dimensional models. A crustal gravity model is also computed 

across the broad lcnq wavelength regional gravity low of the survey 

area to investigate the configuration cf the deep crustal boundaries 

i.e. the fiiel and Mohorovicic discontinuities. The regional gravity 

interpretation is compared with the seismic results of Hail and 

Ha-jnal (1969)-

The ob/^ect of this study has teen (a) tc study the relationship cf 

the gravity field with the geclcgy; (fc) to obtain the geometry and 

depth of infolding of the various greenstone celts and to investigate

their contact relationship with the surrcunding granitic terrain; (c)
^\ 

to determine the nature and configuration of those metasediment ary

and igneous rocks that have a Gravity expression; and (d) to studv 

the large scale deep crustal structure cf the area.

1.1 LOCATION AND ACC2SSIEIIIT Y

The map area is sounded iy latitudes 5Go30'N to 51o45'N and by
M

longitudes 910^5'W to 9^030' r*. yain access to the area is provided

by highway 105 (Vermilion Eay tc Eai falls tc Bed Lake) which 

originates from Trans Canada h^y- 1". An all season gravel road 

extends from Kar Falls tc the Scuth Eay Sine on Confederation Lake. 

The Nungesser northern resources giavel read which joins with tiwy.



125 just northeast of Eed Lak^, cuts across the northwestern section 

of tna aap area and runs northward about 120 *m to Berens River 

Eridqe. A network cf lumber, lining and resource access roads

provides access to various interconnecting lake systems. Remote
*V i w

areas are normally reacsd by flcat-s\u'ipped fixed ^ing aircraft and

helicopters,

1.2 PREVIOUS GRAVIli* STUDIES

Until recently, little gravity wcrx had teen done in the area under 

consideration. The first regional gravity interpretation was L y Innes 

(1960) who suggested, based cc neagre gravity data, that the 

depth-extent of the basic rocks ir. the Bed Lake area is between 1.9 

and u.1 km. Later, Grant at.al, 11S65) established 103 gravity 

stations along two traverses in the Eed Lake drea and suggested a 

depta extent of 7.6 km for the netavolcanic rocics. The first

systematic regional gravity survey cf the Eed Lake and Birch.-Ochi
*cr

Lak-es areas was undertaker b j the E \th thysics Branch, Ottawa cy
A

establishing 160 gravity staticcs ir a qrid-liXe pattern, approximate
ily 13 km apart. The results were released as a series o\ Bouguer

anomaly maps, contoured at 5 igal intarval, at a Scale of 1:500,COO 

{Gravity Map Series, Ne. 25, 1S66; bos. 1CO and 101, 1969). Recently, 

a quantitative interpretation study, involving two and three 

dimensional gravity models, was carried out in the Red Lake region b/ 

Bunnals (1573) .
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. G2KEB&L GEOLOGY

f\
2. 1 INTRODUCTION



The study area lies within tbe Superior Province of the Canadian 

Shield and contains Archean supracrustal and plutonic rocics covered 

for the most part by Pleistocene and Becent unconsolidated sediments. 

The map area (Fig. 2a; Plate 1) includes portions of three 

SuJapro vinces (Ayres et- al., 1971). Along the northern edge is the 

Berens aiver subprcvince, alcng the southern edge is the English 

River Subprovince and between them is the Uchi Subprovinc-e-

The Berens River Sutprcvince is composed c f iow * c hig.i grade massive 

and gneissic plutonic recks and scattered small, generally highly 

metamorphosed metavolcanic-metasedizentary remnants. The boundary 

with the "Jchi Subprcvince is irregilar and poorly defined and may be 

c-hosen, scmewbat atoitrarily, as the northern contact of recognisable 

Uchi metavoicanic rccxs (Schwerdtner and Gcodwin, 1977). It has been 

proposed that the Cerens aiver Subprcvince in Ontario represents a 

zone of deeper and more intense plutonic activity than the adjacent 

Uchi Subprovince (Ayres et, al., 1S73).

The rjchi Suhprovince ccmprises ci iscclinally folded, metavolcanic- 

metasedimentary sequences (greenstone belts) that are intruded by 

composite granitoid bathcliths ranging in composition froa diorite to 

granite, the average composition being granodicrit-a (Ayres, 1978). In

the area under consideration, *he Uchi Suhprovince is dominated by
U h

the lied ke and Birc-Ochi supracrustal belts* Numerous small
a A

supracrustal uelts are ^ uasi-ccn tin ucus viith the Birch-Ucni belt. The 

grada of metamorphism is lcwer tear, in tne Eerens River Su^prcvincs,
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with characteristic lew pressure, very le* to low grade and 

occasionally medium qrade mineral assemblages in the netavolcanic and

metasedimentar y recks. In the tvc larger belts the grade of
S

metamorphism increased toward the contact with the surrounding

plutonic rocks. The boundary vith the English River subprovince is 

better defined, in part Dy structure and in part by lithology. The 

boundary is marked from the western edge of the map to Pakwash Lake 

by the Sydney Lake cataclastic zone which separates, along much of 

its length, metatexitic metasedinientar y migmatite on the south side 

from metasediments and meta volcanics on the north side (Stone, 1577), 

East of Pakwash Lake the boundary is less well defined, marking the 

transition from distally deposited netavcicanics of the Uchi. 

sui:provinca to wacke mudstone Sedimentary assemclages of the English 

River sabprovince (Breaks st. al,, 1978).

The English River surprovirce has teen divided oy Breaks *r. . j l . \ 

(1977) into two domains, a ncrthern supracrustal domain and a 

southern plutonic domain- The ncrthern domain, which includes all of 

the English River rocks *ithin the nap-area, consists of iaigmatized 

m eta sediments and a relatively lew proportion of plutonic rocks, Ihe 

metamorphic grade is higher than in the Cchi Sahprovince, with 

slightly higher pressure, meaiuir to high c^rade mineral assejiLlages 

(Thurston and Breaks, 1978).

2.2 SUFSACEUSTAL ECCKS



fletavolcanic Recks

Meta volcanics within the Eirch lake ;   Uchi I a it s and mi LdXe^ comprise 

mafic to felsic flews, pyroclastics and subvolcanic intrusives. Flows

are often pillowed, brecciated, gorphyiitic amygduiar, spherulitic or
- ^\

variolitic. Pyroclastics include tuff, lapilli tuff, lapilli stcne,
A

tuff breccia and volcanic breccia, Wherever possible mafic,
A 

intermediate and felsic meta volcanics , corresponding roughly to

basaltic to andesitic, andesitic to rhyodacitic and rhyodacitic to 

rhyolitic rocks (Ayres/ 197U), have been differentiated on the

In tne southern portion of the circh-Ochi belt the nseta volcanics have 

been divided Dy- Thurston (1976) intc three volcanic cycles (Ayres, 

197n; Anhaeusser, 1971). Ihese cycles each tegan with ths extrusion 

of indssivw and pillowed mafic flews fcllcv.ed by dorainantly explosive

intermediate to felsic volcanism. Ketasediments are common within
/-s

and between the volcanic cycles. The stratigraph y delineated in

this area by Thurston has not teen successfully traced into the
b

northern portion of the Eirch-Uchi -Jfelt (Thurston, 1977),

L 
The nature of volcanic cyclicitj elsewhere in the Red -ZaJce- Uchi Lak.e

reqion^f is not well defined. fccrk ty Ferguson (1972) in the Bed Lake 

belt implies one or possibly tv*c cycles while mere recent mapping cy
( 5 i-ne^ b

Riley 1975\, \y V\ 1976), Pirie and Sawitzky (1977) and Pirie and A "i V \"\ A

Grant (1978 a, D) suggests twc cr pcssitly three cycles, othar
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raetavolcanic oalts, including these at longlegged, Dixie, Slate and
O, 

Papaonga LaJtes (Breaks et.al., 1S75, 19?oJ ffla Y represent portions of

cne or more cycles.

2,2.2 Iletasedimentary Seeks

The balk of the metasedimentary cccks in the Bed Lake and Birch-Qchi 

region are clastic, through significant proportions of chemical 

metusediments have been mapped,. The clastic rccjcs comprise mainly 

wacKes, lesser amcunts of arenites and tcudstones and their 

netamorphosed equivalents- Conglomerate occurs in relatively minor 

amounts. These metasediments art- dcirinartly volcanic in origin 

although other sources, especially granitoid terrains, may De locally 

important.

)
Chert is the predominant chemical reck- lien oxides sulphides and

silicates are commcn, occasionally terming oxide or suipaice facies 

iron formation. Carbonate facies ircn fcrroation is rarely found. 

Other metamorphosed precipitates cccuring in a few locations include 

calc silicates and marsle.

Sediments within the nccthern supracrustal domain of the English 

River Sufcprovince have been netanorphcsed tc form metatexitic and 

diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite (Ecsaks 2t,al. f 1978), 

Metatexite, representing the ccnitcnsst migmatite in the map area, 

consists of rock produced by a process ci segregation, generally of
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quartz and feldspar, to fcrm alternating layers of wacne and 10 to 60 

percent granitoid to pegmatitic ircrilizdte. Diatexite lacks 

continuous migmatitic banding ara is ccmpcsed of 60 to 90 percent 

nobilizate.

2.3 INTRUSIVE SOCKS

2.3-1 Intermediate to Ultramafic iutrusivss

Intermediate to ultramafic irtrusives range in composition from 

guartz-diorite, diorite, anorthite, gabbro and diaoase to pyroxenite, 

peridotite and dunite and their altered equivalents, notably 

serpentinite. Best of the ultramafic intrusives are partially or

wholly caraonatized or seipentini^ed (Hiley, 1975 ^\) . In
A

generalizing rock units fer the nap area many small intermediate tc 

ultramafic intrusions have beer emitted. fchere gabbroic bodies have 

intruded mafic meta volcanics , recks cf eguivalent composition and 

density, even large gatbrcic plutons have been left off the map/

2.3.2 Subvolcanic Intrusives

Subvolcanic intrusive rocks cccui thicughcut the map-area and icra an 

integral part of the supracrustal succession, socks of ^rocaole 

subvolcanic origin include abundant small dikes and sills of various 

compositions/ gabbroic dikes ard sill- which are often
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indistinguishable from coarse grained massive mafic flows, and quartz 

feldspar porphyry which is occasionally difficult to distinguish frcm 

rhyoiitic flows and pyroclastics. large fccdies of felsic subvolcanic 

intrusives are sncwn on the nap face and are grouped, using a 

separate code, with the felsic tc intermediate intrusives.

2,3.3 Felsic to Intermediate Intrusives

There exists, within the map-area, a great diversity of felsic tc 

intermediate intrusive recks. Kumercus variants of granite (in the 

strict sense) through granodiorite, trondhjemite, quartz monzonite 

and syenodiorite (monzonite) occur as aplitic to pegmatitic platens. 

The multifarious granitoid phases ard the lacX of detailed mapping in 

many portions of the regicn preclude the drawing of contacts between 

p has os on the map -faco.

2.4 STRUCTURE 

2.U.1 Folds

The regional s-ructure within the map area has not been completely 

determined/ though considerable detail has seen descriued in the 

southern portion of the Eirch-Ucbi belt {Thurston, 1976, 1S78; 

Thurston and JacKscn, 197S). d cross section drawn through the 

centres of Corless, Dent/ Agnew and Costello Towadhips would show a 

central syncline cored ny Cycle III metavolcanics and, to the east,



an dfiticline-syncline triplet folding netavolcanics of cycle I. 

Although these folds may re traced tc tas north and south through

adjoining townships, prccatl} reflecting the dominant fold pattern,
o 

the complete picture must /e acre ccmplex as indicated by bedding top

reversals in Honeywell {Jchcs and Ihurstcn, 1975) and Earngey 

(Thurston et,al., 197^) Townships. Other fclds, thVose through 

Goodall and Skinner Townships, at Shabumeni Lake and at Birch Lake,
F

are oased on available s trat iqr a phic and bedding top data,

shown oy Davies and Pryslak (1967) nay ce revised as a result of work 

in progress by Thurston (1976, 1S77).

L 
A syncline- ant iclir.e pair has been traced thrown the Red yZake belt

by ailey ( 10?j jj , j) , Pirie ard Sawitzky (1S77) and Pirie and Grant
S

.(1973 a/c). Other major fclds, anticlines siailar to tho^e shewn en

the iaap-idc.^, must pass through Baird and fleyscn Townships, and Ccae,

Balmer ana Bateman Townships tc account fer bedding top reversals

shown oy Ferguson 1965 a, D) t and Pirie and Grant (1978a). Other folds
f\ 

shewn by Ferguson (1966) in a ccccpilaticn of the Bed Lake area may fie

revised as a. result of wcrk in progress by Eiria (Personal 

Communication) .

2.4. 2 Faults

Minor faults, displaying little cr no offset in stratigraphy, are 

abundant throughout the fiirch, Uchi and Eedldke region. ror 

simplicity only a few larger faults have been arawn on the ma
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Faults shewn in the south-central portion cf the Birch-Ochi belt are 

from a compilation cy Ihurstci: and Jackson (1978)

By far the largest fault is represented cy the Sydney Lake 

cataclastic zone which has ce*?n shcvin to he continuous from the 

Ontario-Manitoba tcrder west cf the nap-area to Pakwash Lake (Ereaks 

et-al. , 1975). East cf Pakwash lake the zone is discontinuous,

prooaDly deflecting northward into the metdvolcanics of the Birch-
CL 

Ochi belt (Breaks et.al., 1976), The cataclastic zone is a region of

extreme strain generally narked ty a cne tc twc kilometre wide tand 

of protciyloni tic tc mylonitic recks (Stcne, 1977af ). Offset: on the 

fault is right handed with a pcssitle strike separation in the order

of tens of kilometres and a dip separation, the south block having

#moved up relative to thenorth tlcck , in the order of a few kiiciretres

(Stone, personal ccmmur.icat icr , 1978).

3.
GRAVITY SURVEY

f]
3. l SURVEY METHODS

In a land gravity survey the following primary data are- aa 1 1 j o*. : d- at 

each station: the time cf observation ir. Greenv-ich Mean /Time (GM1) , 

the ooserved gravimeter scale value, the elevation cf the station 

with reference tc lean sea level and ths grid coordinates. During the 

summers of 1975 and 1976, a total cf 51^1 gravity stations were
4L

established, utilizing fixed virc De Havilland Beaver Aircraft, a
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Bell G U. helicopter and four wheel drive vehicles. Lake 
A A

transportation *as provided c^ cutLcard motor-equipped canoes and 

boats.

m
Four LaCoste-Eomberg model G gr a *iire ters , nuVbers G28, G-29U/ G-329

* A

and G-M7 were used during the XSU - VS Y- Ihe gravity station sites
'Z, 

were pra^selected en topographic maps at convenient locations to

enaule a uniform density cf coverage. The gravity station

distribution varied from l station per 2 An2 in areas of icnown 

me ta volcanics to 1 station per 6 knu in areas of granitic rocks and 

metdS2diments. The average station distribution over the entire area 

was l gravity station per u.1 kn2.

The gravity observations were tied tc centre! stations estaolished by

the Earth Physics Branch/ ottawa, at fied Lake, Ear Fails and
* 

Veriiiiion Bay These stations term part cf the national gravity
t A 

network which is tied tc the International Gravity Standardization
s 

Net 1971. During the present purvey, 14 gravity base stations were

established to an crder cf precision somewhat coaparaole with that oc 

the iSarth Physics cranch/ Ottawa, Ihe location of most of these base 

stations in the fi^/eld is pernar.ently irarked by placing an aluminum 

disc on the ground. Both the survey stations and the base stations
W ;

are marKed on the gravity maps (Gupta and /adge/ ^Td'Barlow et.al.,
A 

1976). The LaCost e-Hoaberg graviireters which are relatively
y

drift- fre^ were read at ccntroi stations every dd^ at the b^gir.nicg

and end of each traverse tc check fer instrument drift which averaged
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S
about 0,03 mqals per day (1 igai = 1C-5 Nkg-1 * 10 Gravity Unit)

A

3.2 ELEVATION CONTROL

Survey elevation ccntrcl was provided cy bench marks of the Geodetic 

Survey of Canada, Ontario Ministry cf Transportation and Comraunicatio 

ns, and Ontario Hydro,

For qravity stations near the lake shores, the elevations were
W

recorded relative to water surface elevations cf lakes, /ater surface

elevations of lakes sere determined cither by precise levelling from 

nearoy oench marks or using Wallace and Tiernan altimeters in pair. 

Hiqhway and railroad 'elevations were also used in some instances. 

Altimeters were read at a known elevation approximately every one to 

two hours in order tc correct elevations cf the intermediate stations 

for variations in barometric pressure, wet and dry bulb temperatures 

usinq a psychrometer *ere recorded for temperature and humidity 

corrections.

3.3 liORIZONTAL CON1SCL

The qravity stations were established at identifiable sites and were 

located on 1:57,^i2C scale air phctcciaphs, The statiot positions were

then transferred onto base maps {scale 1:63,350) which were compiled
f 

in Transverse Mercator Projection v.ith a ^hre-a degree grid

superimposed,. Tihe qravity stations were digitized with a precision of
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/i40i.i.

3.U iaaOHS IN THE JBAVITY ANCPAIIES

The accuracy of the final Ecuguer arcialy values which were reduced

to the datum of the mean sea level using a unifora crustal density of
# 

2.67 g7co3 is limited fcy the following sources of error,/

3*U.1 Elevation Errors

The principal source of error in a gravity survey com^s from the 

uncertainty in elevation measurements using aitioieters. la this area, 

the elevations are accurate to within /O.3 m for 993 gravity stations 

while 1508 gravity station elevations are accurate to within f 1 c, 

The remaining 26i*0 gravity station elevations are accurate to within 

/3 m. The average deviation of the altimeter elevations calculated 

froiii 200 independently repeated altirciter measurements of 62 sites 

was /2.1 s. This is equivalent to an error of Xj.y. mgal in the 

Dou^pi-^r anomalies.

3-t*. 2 Location Errors

Gravity station positions were lccated correctly to within /^O m. 

This imprecision is eguivalent tc errors of aocut /O.03 agal in *he 

latitude correction.
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C
3.4.3 Terrain Correction srrcrs

The average elevation fer ali the gravity stations is 336 m (from
  3

mean sea level) with a standard deviation of /23 m. The gravity

stations were located en flat ground tc minimize the gravity effect 

of local terrain. Terrain corrections were not calculated since the 

relief of the area is relatively flat, a maximum relief of 65 m ever 

a 24 icm distance. It is estimated that the maximum error from 

irregular topography would net exceed C. 1 itgal.

J. U.'4 Instrument Errors

An ?*rror may arise due re the as sum ptier cf a linear gravimeter drif 

between the control readings, This average error due to the
*^

instrument drift is approximate!) /C.035 rcgal.

Observational errors arising frcrc factors such as poor levelling ci 

the gravimeter would net exceed /O.C2 mgal.

3.U.5 2rror Summary

The resulting maximum expected srrcr (defined as the square root cf 

the sum of the squares of the individual errcrs) in the Bouguer 

ancuiaiy due to the aDove listed sources will oe acout/0.^2 aigal fer 

any gravity station.



3.5 PRESENTATION GF BOUGUZS ABCfciiL* KA*

The Bouguer anomaly map (Plate 1} was compiled using a gridding and 

contouring program developed fer the Government of Ontario- The 

randomly spaced observed gravity data were interpolated to a 1.509 ka 

gria .cell size. A nine point snsccthing on the final Bouguer contours 

was also applied. The gravity data superimposed on generalised 

geology are presented cc the Ecuguer anomaly map at a scale of 

1:250,000; the contour interval is 2 mgal.

The principal facts cf all gravity staticcs, descriptions of control

station locations and detailed density data are available at cost
O*4**:o (9**lott',c*.l 5orvey

from the Geophysics/Gecchenistry Section, ecological jsjp.jli, Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources, 11 Grenville Street, Toronto, Ontario, 

MSS 133-

* BOCX DENSITIES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

During the course cf the gravity survey, more than 2300 fresh rock 

samples wera collected at or near gravity station sites. Hand 

samples were chosen in a manner as tc te representative of the 

outcrop so that rcear. density values might be assigned to the major 

rock types in the survey area. Density values were oDtained in the 

field Cy weighing dry and saturated specimen of rocks in air and



vater. These results, considered accurate to 0.01 g/cmS, were 

averaged to assign mean representative values for each of the major 

rock types* The mean, standard deviation, and the range of densities 

are listed in Table 1, Density histograms fer aajcr rocic types are 

shown in Figure 3,

.2 KETAVGLCANICS

The aetavoicanic rccKs were classified intc two general groups, the 

mafic to intermediate, and the felsic tc intermediate types. Ths 

mafic to intermediate metavolcanics exhinit a ijroad range in density 

(2.71 to 3,28 gXcm3). This suggests that a number of rocjc samples 

belonging to the lighter felsic to intermediate classification have 

teen included late the mafic tc intermediate group. It is perhaps 

understandable because of the liaitaticns imposed in classifying dar/c

coloured nand-specimen of limited size without the cenefit of
#

chemical analysis, study of thewtcle cutcrcp, or microscopic worx.

The histogram obtained front 376 saiples ct the mafic to intermediate 

aetavolca&ics is negatively skewed about a mean density of 2.93
m

gyc;a3/ This density is clcse tc the valus 2.9U gycm3 whicn was 

obtained from TU- basalt sao!p;las. Among all the rocks, the density 

contrast is the largest fer the irafic tc intermediate metavolcanics 

and thus they contriDute substantially tc the Bouguer gravity fisld 

of the area.



A unimodal distribution is obtained fee 270 sdinples of the felsic to 

intaraiediate metavolcanic recks, the calculated mean density ceing 

2.73 q/cmS. The mean density cf 85 samples reccgnized as intermediate 

metavolcanics is 2.77 gxcni3.

4,3 METASEDiafiNTS

*

The density evaluation of the H stasediment s is based in general en

their location Uchi sutprcvicce or tne English 3iv^r Susprovince. 
A

The inetasediments cf the two sufcprcvinces have almost similar average 

densities.

The mean density cf all the Uchi Sutprcvir.ee meta.3ediner.ts is 2.75 

g/crnJ which is calculated f rcff 15U samples {see Table 1) . The 

dominant metasediments are the yackies tith a aieaa density of 2.75 

q7cni3, based on 5C samples.

In English River Sutprcvincs, the aretatcxites and the wacki^s have 

been combined in one group fer density purposes and the diatexite 

densities are listed separate!}. The histcgrasn (Fig. 3) for 266 

metat-3xit^ and wackie samples shews a unimodal distribution with a 

calculated mean density cf 2.7^ g/caj. 31 diatexite samples do not 

show any side lobes (Fig. 3) and the frequency distribution appears 

to u-2 unifcrm. The calculated aieac density of diatexites is 2.63 

g/ctn 3.



tt.U GRAN.ITUID AND INTRUSIVE ECCKS

A m^an density of 2.6*i gxcm3 has besn obtained for 77 granite samples 

froia the Uchi Subprcvince. Their histogram {Figure 3) is unimcdal 

with a slight positive skei*. Eersities cf 33 granite samples 

belonging to the se called Berens fiiver Sucprovince average 2,63
s 9
pf/cwi 3. Thus the granites having the largest negative density

A
contrast to the background/ will prcduce negative Bouguer anomalies

The mafic to intermediate intensive recks cf Uchi Subprovince have a 

mean density of 2*90 g/crnj vihich is based on 281 samples. Their 

histogram shows a wide density variation with a uell snaped curve

U.5 dACKGHOUND DENSITY

Using all the densities measured in the survey region an overall mean 

of 2.75 gxcm3 has been obtained fer the precambrian rocks as a whole. 

However, due to a higher than usual frcpcrtion of metavolcanic units 

in the sampler it is felt that this value is on tha higher side and 

is not representative of the true mean density cf tha upper crustal 

rocxs in the region. It has been proposed (Thurston, 1978; 3reaks and

Bond/ 1977) that the average upp*-r crustal composition in the region
t

ranqes from tonalite-urancdicrite tc trciidh jesite.

Graiodiorites sampled by subprevinces she- that their mean densities 

are 2*71 g/cmJ {70 samples), 2. 7 C g x cm J {1 62 sajnplas) and 2*6-9 q/ c m 3



(3U samples) from Berens Siver, Cchi and English Hiver Sucprovinces , 

respectively. Similarly, the trcndh jeii tes have mean densities of 

2. 7 L) g/coiS (99 samples) and 2.69 g/cmB ("7G samples) from Uchi and

Enqlish River SuDpic vinces , respectively. Ihe granitic gneisses
t h

belonging to both the Dcbi and ^nglish Hive:: Subprovinc^s ave a mean
A 

density cf 2.68 g/cioS (1CG san

d on the above density data, a value cf 2.69 g/craS has been 

a-an tc represent the mean density fer the upper crustal rocks cf 

the survey region/, approximating that cf granite-gneiss,
D

granodiorite and trondhjemite. The value 2.69 g/craJ has thus Jfeen

considered to De the "UacKgrcund density" having zero density

contrast for the purpose of gravity tccdelling and interpretation*

U.6 OSN3ITIES USED IN GSiVIIY HCEEIIiNG

The average densities used in gravity medelling wer-3 cnosen either 

directly from the density TaLle 1 fer relatively homogeneous areas or 

calculated directly frcm the density map. Ihe density valu-js f ECO 

the density map wers averaged cv^r a 8 x 6 km grid for relatively 

imhomogeneous areas. In many instances, tc facilitate .gravity 

modelling, narrow and small geclcgical units *ere grouped together to 

form a single unit. Such units were assigned weighted average 

densities which were calculated free an aereai proportion of all the 

units used in the formation cf tte single unit.



A weighted mean density vias disc computed for the mafic, intermedia^ 

and felsic metavolcanics as a whcle. The aereal proportions used in 

the estimation of a single weighted density are those given fay 

Thurston (1978) and Goodwin (1977, 1972) fer the greenstone rocks cf

the Uchi Subprovince, Eased cc these prcpcsed ratios and adopting
tf^

densities frcm Taele 1, a weighted near density of 2.37 g/cia 3 was

calculated for the netavclcanic rocks cf the Uchi Sujjprovince..

The appropriate density values used in the construction and 

interpretation of twc-dimensicnal gravity medals are given along the 

modelled gravity 'profiles.

5.
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND DATA IHE^TMrUT

A

5, 1 INTBODUCTION

The separation of Eouguer gravity field into its regional and 

residual components is often an amuicuous and relatively trouCl 

tasK. la recent years, the application cf digital filters has become 

increasingly popular with th*? geophysicist to achieve this regicnal- 

residual separation. However, the effectiveness of these 

mathematically derived toaps frctt the viewpoint of quantitative 

gravity modelling is still datata^ie, An attempt is made in this 

study to evaluate the use cf digital filtering together with various



oth^r separation techniques ty using them on the actual field data of 

the study area. In this section, a brief description of the 

filtering techniques applied tc the present data is presented. The 

filtered maps have been compared with the mapped geology and 

critically examined frcm the view pciat cf gravity modelling and 

intorpratation-

Ths different steps in the analysis cf the potential field data using 

frequency domain techniques are as follows:

a) Calculation of the fourier transform

E
b) estimation of the power spectrum

c) Separation of the power spectrui into different components:

regional and noise

d) Design of suitable filters tc separate the field into signals due 

to thesa components

e) Obtaining the filtered trap c^ multiplying the fourier transfers by 

the filter transfer function and calculating the inverse Fourier 

transform.

In this study, the system dAG2AE cf Batterson, Grant dad watson 

Limited, was used for most cf the ccnputaticns.



5.2 OPTIMUM FILTEBS

The term 'regional-residual analysis' is used to describe the process 

of isolating anomaly patterns ct the kirds in which one is interested 

(residual), from the remainder cf the field (regional). The most 

common example is where the gt-clcgi^st, interested in the surface 

features, wishes to reircve the effect cf deecar sources. Until 

recently, this was done using cc-efficient sets appro*imating the 

desired operator/ cr by using trend surface analysis, the techniques 

being mathematically scmei*hat arbitrary- kith the advent of the fast 

Fourier transform {Coolly and Tukey, 1965), however, it is now 

convenient to use mathematical!j defined operators in tha freguency 

domain for the abcve filtering cjeraticns (Clarke, 1969; Spector and 

Grant, 1970; aeyer, 1974), Here, one first ccoiputes the power 

spectrum cf the map and iccks fer a separation of power that can te 

ascribed to signal and noise. CptiiruiD matched filters are then 

designed tc separate the ccmpcnerts cr tc enhance or suppress effects 

of specific wave lengths *hich ccrr^spond tc certain geological 

features* {Gupta and Saaani, 1576).

It should be noted that the defiriticns cf the t^rm 'signal 1 depends 

in general upon the particular iEfcriacicn the interpreter needs, tor 

the purpcse of regicnal-residual analysis, the part at the small 

frequency (long wavelength) with a steep downward slope ir* the power 

spectrum is termed 'regional', acd is due to sources rhat are deep
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and/or oroad- At higher frequencies the 'residual parr. 1 has a small, 

downward slope and is duo tc ecufaratively shallow sources. At very 

lew frequencies, the spectrum is dcainated by white noise power (the 

part due to instrument cr measurement errors, digitizing errors etc, 

are assumed to be ra-cdcm- a:nd thus thair fewer is independent of tbs 

frequency) and flattens cut.

Wiener's filter theory (1945) prcvides the method for designing the 

required filters. The mapped data "t" is assumed to be the sum of a 

signal "s" and a ncis-3 component "n", and one wishes to design a 

linear filter wnose output "d" a gprcxiinates "s" in some statistical 

seiuse. Under certain assumptions, the optimum filter which niiniaizas

the mean square error t e t 1* se c "d" and "s" is given by (in the
**

frejuency domain)^

P, (s.,)

where ?3 (f) is the signal pcwer and Pt (f) is the total power. Thus 

the procedure involves: (1) cctdininq the two-dinensional Fourier 

transform of the input data {2) confuting the '^c'^-m spectrum and (3) 

estimating the regional, residual acd ncise carts of the data from 

the power spectrum,

5,2.1 The fourier Transfer!

Consider d field F (x,y) kncwc cnly en a regular grid of finite size.



In order to use Fcurier techniques, cne assumes that this measured 

dati is repeated outside the recorded range. Thus, if d x N values 

are known with x and y, the grid spacings in the x and y directions 

respectively, tha two dimensional discreet Fcurier transform can ts 

defined as .

The use of this transform for filtering applications results in 

disiorticns because of the windowing effect due to the finite map 

s i z*. In an attempt t c JB ln.i-jLi.zs these d is Tertians the aoove 

transform is sometimes refined using two-dimensional window 

functions. The MAGMAS systan uses a prediction operator to 

extrapolate the data outside ths map area and thus the edge effect is 

liniraiZed.

5,2.2 Estiaaticn of the Pcwei Spectrum

The two-dimensional peter spectrum is singly the square of the 

dDsolute value of the Fcurier Transform/ i.e.,

E{u,v) - F(u,v), F*(u,v) l5* 3)

whera * denotes the complex conjugate.

.Foliowinq Spector and Grant (19K), a radially averaged spectrum c (r)
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was computed for further analysis, ^/where r- (u\J/* v^ri/24 The use 

of a radial average spectrum has a smoothing effect on the spectrum 

and also simplifies the design ci the filtars.

In the current study, a linear trend was first removed from the data 

so that the new data has a zero near and zero regional trend. The 

spectrum was calculated fer a digitizing interval of 1.609 km, and 

was plotted on a logarithmic scale {Figure U). Straight line 

asymptotes were drawn on the special plot at the lower and higher 

frequency ends and the two lines were connected uy d smooth curve to 

allow for the overlap of the ccnfcnsnt peters. The part below 0.024 

(i, 3. 0.1 TJ;/^ cycles/km vias called 'regional 1 and the part from 0.034

to Q.311 (i.e. 1-Of^l cycles/ka was called 'residual' 

where i#i\ is the Nyquist frequency- Ihe high frequ^ty and of the 

spectrum was extrapolated scccthly ur^il^it flattened out and the 

whit4 noise level -.as taken as /c(Eto) - 11.5. Figure 4 shows the 

spectrum divided into its regional, residual and noise components.

5.2.3 Design of optimum Filters

Consider a field "t" consisting ct a signal "s" and an additive ncise 

component "r* 11

and one wishes to extract the signal "s" from "t" by a linedr
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process. Since this is IE geneial impossible, one aims to 

desiqn a filter wncse output approximates "s" in some statistical 

sense. Under certain assumptions , the optimum Wiener filter minimizes
ft H

the mean-square error betweer the desired filter output s and the
A A

actual filter output. Ihe transier function of such filter is given 

by (weiner, 1S49)

f c c ^

where i-cSyff) is the power ci the siqnal and I?A{t) is the total input 

pow 3r.

The optimum filters can be calculated quite easily from the spectrum 

as follows: In Figure 5a at a particular frequency f/4, let AC be the 

totdl power and BC the white ncise pcwer, then:

H * Vs V Pi (fi) l- ^ (t-^ ' ~ 8c n apt \ r, ) - r* \TI.J ~ i
AO^i

Similarly/ if A/te/lX is the 'lcqar ithniic distance 1 between the chosen 

residual level and the spectiuc (Figure 5b) the optimum regional 

filler is qiven uy

HTT (f) - 1  s A ID T ^r~* l- e"^' 8' fs"-7) 

and the optimum residual filter is given ty



(f) - (1-HfeU (f) ).

The regional and residual filters designed are shown in Figures 5 and 

7 respectively. The regional filter is a lew-pass filter which falls 

off to O at 0.03U (0-11O) cycles/ktr and has a cut-off at 0.031 

(O.lfN) cycles/km; cut-off oeing defined as the frequency at which

the gain falls to y095 cf the peafc (figure 6). The residual filter is
0-012. (o- oq -FN )

a band-pass filter with a lew frequency cut-cff d t "^ "7 ' f f\ C '.l

cycles/icm^ (ranui- Ctct-

From the radial filter, the equivalent two-dimensional filter is 

first calculated. The filtered map is then octained as the inverse 

Fourier transform cf the crcduct of the filter and the Fourier 

transfrom cf the original nap.

5.3 'JPWAED CONTINUATION

Analytic continuation cf the potential field map vertically upwards 

had oeen used often to approximate a regional map. Once the Fourier 

transform of the mapped data is uneven, it is a simple matter to 

obtain the continued maps, the upward continuation filter being given 

by

where h is the continuation height. Ihe map continued to a height cf



16.09 km lias taken to be the regional qravity and the residual field 

was obtained by subtraction.

5.4 GRAPHICAL SEPABATICN

To  estimate the regional gravity field, 25 north-south and rf 18 

east-west Bouguer gravity profiles *ere drawn at 3,045 km intervals 

On each profile the level cf the regional field was visually 

estimated by considering the influence en the gravity field brought 

 atoocrt DY local geology. It was ensured that at, profile intersections 

the value cf the regional field fcas the same. Irondhjemitic and 

qra.^odioritic areas were considered to represent the oackground

qravity field. The resulting regional gravity field was hand 
*n 9

digitized at 8.0ii5 km grid interval from fchich a 1\609 kin grid '-as 
/l l

generated for autcnatic contouring cf the regional field. The 1.609 

km regional grid values tere then automatically suctracted frotn the 

Bouguer qravity map to obtain a residual gravity map,

F^si/tive residual anomalies *ere obtained in areas where their cause 

was oovious from the surface recks cr frcm measured density values. 

Similarly, negative residual ar.cnalies were obtained where the 

observed field was producing a definite gravity low against the 

background that cculu ce eiplained ty surface rocks.

5.5 EVALUATION OF CCMPaiEi) KAfS
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In this section an evaluation cf various regional and residual maps 

is considered in terms cf their geological significance,

5.5-1 Heqicnal Haps

In the spectrum-cased regional map (fig. 8), broad circular gravity 

hig'us are obtained over the Eed lakt and Eirch-CJchi greenstone telts 

and lows over the granitic plutcrs. Near the southern border of the 

map area, the east-west trending linear gravity contours coincide 

with the Dcundary c-tween the Uchi and English fiiver Sucprovincss.
b

Also, thp total crust is considered to re thin along this Xoundary. 

The map retains anomalies icre than 32 k IE in width.

The upward continued regional icaj (fig- S) shows a similiarity to th-3 

spectrum based regicral nap except that the regional highs over the 

greenstone belts are less pronounced and are no longer delineated ty 

closed contours. The graphical regional nap (Fig. 10) shows an 

east-west trending gravity low which takes the form cf concentric 

ellipses, occupying the entire nap area. The regional field has reen 

explained entirely by the undulations y/cn the fiiel and mohorovicic 

discontinuities 4 J UT *. i, 1 070 j rt: p i * [. a l u L l a L ) *
A

5.5.2 Residual flaps

The ispectrum-based residual nap (fig. 11) shows negative resiudai 

anondlies, incertdin lccdtions, that coincide with anomalously denso
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granitoid terrain (areas 1 and 6), metasediment {^reas 2, 4 and 5),

and mafic metavolcanic recks (areas 2 and 3x ^-*

The.se areas of poor correlation nentioned above show only a slight 

improvement in the upward continuation i;ased residual map (Fig. 12). 

A -6 to -d mgal shift in the upward continuation based residual field 

is required to improve their correlation f*ith the surface geology/ 

especially in the proolen areas icenticned earlier. However, tne 

choice of a constant datura shift fer the entire map area would create 

distortions elsewhere-. In contrast, rhe graphical residual map (Fig.

13) shows a good correlation cetviesn the positive and negative 

residual anomalies and the surface geology.

The correlation of the residual ancnalies with surface geology is
J 

fur-her studies^ alcng twc Ecuguer gravity prcfiles EE f and RR 1 (Fig.

14), on to which the regional fields were drawn from the appropriate 

mapo. On profile F.E ' (Fig. 1UaV between locations A to 3 and D to r, 

the negative residual anomalies produced from spectaruia and upward 

con-inuation/based methcds correspond with anomalous high density 

areas. Similarly, in the region B and C they coincide with outcrops 

of predominantly trondhjsmitic aid grancdicritic rocxs which are 

considered to represent the back grcund density, 2.69 g/cinS, of the
N^

upper crust in this area, Cn profile SE 1 (Fig, 1^c)/ aetween the 

location I to J and K to L, the negative residual anomalies of the 

spectrum and upward continuation aased residual field correspond on 

^ne surface to where anomalous high density rocks are known to occur.
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On both profiles, the graphical residual anomalies are positive over 

all the problem locations.

Frotn a comparison cf the residual maps, it is observed that for the
5
^peotrua and upward-based residual naps, the amplitude cf the

positive residual anomalies is decreased considerably over the 

greenstone areas. Conversely, the amplitudes are increased over the 

qranitic areas compared with the grafnical residuals. This is 

illustrated for greenstone areas cf profiles Eli 1 and 33' in the 

following tasle:

Profile fiesidual Amplitude (igal)

Spectrum Upward Graphical 

EE 1 11 18 27 

RR' 10 13 23

5.6 SECOND DERIVATIVE MA t

A. second derivative gravity map has teen computed to enhance the 

local variations of gravity field se tnat a correlation could be made 

.between the second derivative arcrnalies and the surface geological 

features. A second derivative cravity field is (nore sensitive to 

weax anomalies arising frcco shallow sources and can oe used 

effectively to delineate the boundaries ci anomaly sources-. In 

general, a second derivative Gravity map can be considered -jguivalsr.t 

to d special kind cf residual gravity map which is devoid of any 

regional gravity component.
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The second derivative map has been computed en a 1.609 km by 1.6C9 km 

grid by designing optmiiuura second derivative filters. The radial 

frequency response of the cptimcn: Keiner filter is given uy e q uatio-a

Cf) (S-^

This filter had a sharp cut-off at high frequencies and therefore a 

cosine-squared roll-off was applied to srcccth the response. The 

filter used is shown in Figure 15. .It has a peak at 0.217 m (i.e. 

0.7tyft) cycles/km and lew and high frequency cut-offs at G.G7U (i.e. 

0.237 ^) and 0-276 (i. e* O.S6SfA) cyclss/km respectively.

In qeneral, the correlation of the second derivative positive and 

negative anomalies (/ig. 16) is auch mere consistent with- the surface 

qaology than is the correlation of the residual anomalies, llany 

localized shallow geological features which are carely visible on 

Bouqaer or residual gravity saps are intensified on the second 

derivative map. Strong positive and negative anomalies (Fig, 16) 

correspond reoiarkatly well with the surface exposures of the mafic 

ana felsic metavolcanic units, respectively. In certain rejions the 

2 Q co trace of the second derivative map near the gre-Bnstone-granite 

contact marks their coundary. fl linear zone of negative second 

derivative anomalies near the southern edge of the map coincides *ith 

a mapped zone of cataclastic recks. This zone is barely identi f iacle 

from the Bouguer anomaly field. Phases of mafic intrusive activity 

witnin the large plutonic todies are distinguish^ able from the



second derivative map. Overall, it is reasonable to propose that the 

stratigraphy may be delineated from an examination of the 

second-derivative map by identif)irg contrasting mafic and felsic 

meta vo lancanic ancicaly sources.

In the present study, the usefullness of the second derivative zap in 

terds of stratigraphic mapping can be assessed mainly in the central 

part of the Birch-Uchi greenstcre belt where the geology has been 

well worked out oy Thurston (1S76) . the central part of the Birch- 

Uchi greenstone belt (Figs. 2; 17) is iscclinaliy folded aoout a 

synciinorial axis* The metavclcaric rocxs of the belt have been

divided into three cycles cf volcanism (cycles 1, 2 and 3) with their
* **
5 i * t,mafic and felsic members {(iccdviir, 1967^/ ErysiaJc/, 1^71/ /Thurstcn/'

et al-197d). The trace of the axial plane of the syncline lies in the 
A

up|:ar portion of cycle 3. It is interesting to note that in the 

central portion of the Eirch-Uchi telt, the narrow, linear jelts cf 

positive second derivative arcnalies shew excellent correlation with 

the mafic inemoers cf three volcanic cycles (fig, 17) . Similarly a 

ar 48 Km long zone cf negative second derivative anomalies

follows the mapped synclinorium axis about which the aetavolcanic. of
A

Birch-Uchi oelt are folded. The seccnd derivative of gravity clearly 

supports the thecry of three cycles cf volcanism at least in the 

central portion of the circh-Dchi celt,

The second derivative map -appears tc be useful in delineating 

structures which ara onscure cr focrly known, i"1 o r example, seme cf
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the arcuate anomalies in the northern portion of the airch-Uchi (nea: 

Casummit and Blondin gravity highs) and 5sd lake [west of 

Todd-Fairlie gravity high) greenstone areas may correspond with fold- 

like structures, Ine second derivative map is a capable .c^^i-s*** t c c l 

of delineating stratigraphy vihich in turn can be used in resolving 

structural problems.

5.7 SUGARY

To determine the advantages cf using one set or regional-residual 

maps over the other, fer the purpose cf guantitative gravity 

modelling the following criteria were established -

(a) The regional field shculd shew a minimum correlation with thet .
sur/ace features and must contain only smooth large wave/length 

components that are related tc tbe deep crustal features*

b) A residual map shculd ccrrslate with the surface geology in plan 

view such that the location and the cause of the residual aigas and 

lows can ce explained ty observed surface gecicgy. This is 

particularly important fer gravity medelling where observed dips and 

geological contacts are uasd ir tuilding the models.

s-jd on these criteria tne spectruir-bassd regional was considered

leajt applicable. The ti*c regicnal gravity highs which are centred

over the greenstone belts can te explained setter by upper crustal
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greenstone densities rather than by undulations at the aiel and 

Mohorovicic discontinuities. This substantiates the point taat the 

usefulness of filters based upon the spectra depends considerably 

upon the distribution cf the todies causing the gravity anomalies. In 

this case/ because of the presence cf .crcad and shallow greenstone 

mas.jes (up to 40 km wide) the regional residual separation is net

very effective. The matched regional filter having a cut-off
P

wavelength of a^fpicxima tel ̂ 32 ktt (C.C31 cycles/km) allows the

wavelengths due to the greenstone anomalies to ce retained in the 

regional map.

The apward continuation cased regional shows less correlation with 

the surface geology than the spectrmo-cased regional, uut the 

greenstone belts are still discernabl-2.

The graphical regional field, which produces a gravity low for the 

entire area, is found to bs the nost satisfactory as it seems to 

represent variations at the Biel and Mohorovicic discontinuities 

(u H?.) La T37'Ji| in p g-j iJCiii i L! J li) 1 . A further justification for drawing a 

graphical regional is considered to be its good agreement with the
B

regional jfcugu-ar map which was prepared cy Innes (1960) from the 

regionally spaced gravity stations estaclished in granitic terrain 

only.

The occurrence of negative residual ancaialies in many areas of 

spectrum and upward-aased residual maps correspond on the surface
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with higher density anomalous recks* This indices modelling of the 

residual anomalies a prcblen lacking in geological control- 

Artificial oodies cf low density must be turied under the surface to 

account for tha regional-residual separation discrepancy of negative 

anoifidlias, where the surface evidence clearly indicates high density 

rocks. The problem can ea avoided in the graphical technique where 

local geology is considered ty the geophysicist at the time of 

regional-residual separation, /t is considered unrealistic to ignore 

the surface geology.

/It has Dden shown that the amplitudes of the positive and negative 

residual anomalies from spectrun and upward continuation baaed 

residual maps are greatly reduced over the greenstone areas and 

increased over the granitoid areas v*hen compared to the graphically 

separated anomalies. The reduction in amplitude is as much as UCK, 

Thiis has the effect that the spectrum and upward continuation tased 

residual anomalies produce tec shallcw and too deep thicknesses for 

tne greenstone and granitic todies respectively, that are unrealistic 

from a geological vi^w pcint.

Thus, it is suggested that in the area under discussion, regional and 

residual maps based on spectrum and upward continuation methods 

should net oe used fer the purpose cf quantitative gravity modelling. 

However, there is no dcutt that these maps ar-s excellent tools fei 

qualitative interpretation, Cveiall, the graphical method which has 

certain bias towards the lccal geology, is considered to D& more



suitaola tc provide maps fer quantitative gravity modelling.

The second derivative map shcus a much mere sharp and close 

relationship tc the surface geclcgy as is evident in the centre of 

the 3irch~Uchi uelt, where th-s geology is nest known. The uands ci 

positive and negative secord derivative anomalies in the centre cf 

the Birch-Uchi belt are clearly associated *ita the contrasting mafic 

to f-jlsic cycles cf volcanism. The second derivative map has thus 

been shown to have merits as an aid tc geological mapping in pccrly 

exposed areas.

6. RESIDUAL ANCiiALi HAE

6.1 G2N2BAL DESCSIETION CF EiEIILAL

A number of positive and negative residual anomalies (Plate 3) cf 

different shapes, sizes/ trends and amplitudes, occur thougnout the 

region. In particular/ th? grserstcrs belts cf rhe survey area are 

characterized by distinct icnss cf pcsitive residual arioaialies, 

{caused by supracrustal rocks) ^hich are surrounded oy negative 

residual anomalies caused by cval-shaped granitcii pluton.s and 

Lataoliths. The margins of these ancmalcus positive zones ars 

dominated by steep gravity gradients that coincide ranaaricably well 

with ths "greenstcce-grani ts" ccundaries- This distinct pat-ern is 

generally evident among all the "greenstone" ueits of the area and is 

believed to be caused in part ty iaige density contrasts at the
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contacts. However, in certain lccaticns, e.g., the Alford Lake area, 

the Berens River area (Fig. 18) the gravity field is somewhat gentle 

near the greenstone-granite boundary (fig- 13, Plate 1). This is 

parhaps caused by the presence cf recks cf intermediate composition 

(e.g., quartz diorite, metasediments etc,) between the "greenstone" 

and the low density plutcns.

A good correlation has been ccserved between Jicst of the residual 

gravity anomalies and the surface geclcgy (sea plate 3). This 

sugvjests that both the anomalies and the geology are closely related 

to th'a upper crustal structure. For example, a majority of the 

positive residual anomalies are associated *ith the mafic 

metavolcanics (mean density 2.S3 g/caS, see lade 1) which constitute 

aboit 66X cf the "greenstone" area. In addition, the gabbroic (mean 

density 2.94 gXcm3), the ultracafic (neat density 2.80 gycm3), the 

dioritic (mean density 2,73 gxcn2) aid the rcetasedimentary rocks 

(mean density 2.75 g/cmJ and 2.7u gxcz3 in Ucai and English riivsr

Subprovinces, respectively) alsc undoubtedly contribute to tne
l 

overall shape and amplitude cf the pcsitive residual anotna/ies,

Most of the negative residual anomalies cccur ever diapiric granitoid 

intrusive (ranging in density frcm 2.6J tc 2.65 gxcm3) and lighter 

diatexite units (mean density 2.63 gxcm3). Many negative anomaly 

closures are associated vtith irtrusive bodies of bathoiithic

proportions e.g., the Kiliala-Ksdicins Stone Lake, Gull Laxe
It 

tatholiths etc. {Fig. 13 and Elate 3). has reen observed that in many
A
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greenstone oelts the positive residual anomalies associated with 

mafic mstavolcanics are scuetiaes distinctly interrupted or separated 

by relative negative closures. Ihe latter are associated with small

5 ?plutonic bodies, e.g., the Dcrce /teck and the CKanse pluton. 

The absence of gravity anomalies in well defined structures ofD
intermediate to mafic netavclcanics , e- q. , Lcng-legged Lake afome 

area, can perhaps te best explained in terms of it being narrow and 

relatively thin. Thus, such units are lacking in sufficient volume to 

generate appreciable anomalies. Ihe absence cf positive gravity 

effect over smaller ultramafic tcdies can be explained by them being 

very thin and/or highly sarpsn tinized. Similarly/ the iron formations 

which are very narrow and thin are incapacla of generating enough 

gravity effect to be detected at the size cf the present survey.

6.2 UCHI S03PBOVINCE

On the basis of distinct gravity features, the residual gravity map 

of the Uchi Susprcvii.ce can te divided into four characteristic 

segments: (1) the Fed La*e belt to the west; (2) the Dixie /ake belt 

to the south; (3) the Birch-Qchi belt tc the east; and finally (^) 

the intervening areas cf widely distributed granitic plutons and 

batioliths (Plate 3).

The tied laxe metavclcanic le^acediaientar y belt which also includes
f\

the Telescopic ana Emoryc Lakes area, is a dominant gravity anomaly
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characterized by positive anccaly ccr.tcurs depicting individual 

closures (Fig- 18, Elate 3). The oelt is oiore than 64 Km long and

between 3 to 32 Jem wide. The trerd cf the residual gravity anomalies
-h, 

vary from near NW J^eTNNE tc almost east. In general, a good

correlation has been c-bsecved between the outcropping mafic tc 

intermediate metavoicanics and positive residual anomalies.

Along the widest portion cf the Bed lake belt, the Cochenour and

Todd-Fairlie gravity highs associated with the mafic metavolcanics

are separated by a circular gravity lew caused by the Dome

{Fi j. 18 and Plate 3) . The positive residual gravity anomalies of the 

Bed Laxe belt are elongate ir shape and range in amplitude from 15 to 

25 aiqal. The presence of extensive outcrops of mafic to intermediate 

met'ivolcanics with high density contrast suggest that they are the

principal contributor tc the positive gravity effect. The steepened
L 

gravity gradients that ucrder the Bed Xa ^- belt on all sides flatten

somiwhat in the Alfcrd Lake area where liaited dioritic outcrops have
a*^ Saw* i 1"*-*y 

been mapped by Pirie (1977),
A 
La.

To the east, the Bed ke positive anomalous zone is surrounded by the
A

Gull Kock Lake and the Trout Lake gravity lows and to the wesr ty the 

Indian House Lake gravity low {figure 18 and Plate 3). The Rat house 

Lake and the Linge Lake fcathclitfcs associated with negative residual

closures oorder the north cf the anomalous Sed Lake aelt. Similarly,
L. 

the southern /f boundary of the Eed ^ake celt comes iato contact with

a dominant negative residual arcnaly associated with the
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Kiliala-Hedicinfe Stone Lakes batholith which is responsible for 

producing the sharpest gravity gradient (3.U uigai/kra) of the entire 

area :it the contact.

Within the Red Lake belt, many snail to medium size stocks have teen 

outlined from geological mapping (ferguson, 1972). The largest is at 

the Dome Stock having a naxinuo! ciaireter i" plan of about 8 to 10 km. 

The stocK is composed cf porphyritic quartz diorite, granodiorite and 

trondhjemite (Pirie, 1S78) acd coincides with a circular negative 

residual anomaly. The snail KcKeczie Island and Fa u Ike aha a La*e
S
Stocks cannot ue isolated frci gravity perhaps due to a lack cf

density contrast. Just east cf the Dcie Stcck, the yfiaafic
P 

m** 1 1 volcanics are intruded by an intermediate composition intrusive

co up lo x fcnown locally as the w ric*e^ Ciorite" (firie, 1978). The 

complex produces a weak 2 tc 3 ngal pcsitive residual anoiialy.

Four gravity profiles (AA 1 , EE ' , DC 1 and SE 1 ) passing through tnajcr

gravity anomalies cf the Bed lake Belt have teen modelled to compute
b

the shape and thiclnaoS cf thf greenstone elt of the Red Lake area.
A

6.2.2. Dixie Lake Eelt

The Dixie Lake metavclcanic-ietasediaentary belt, located south of
Lux 

Red ke is defined oy a dominant, cvai shaped pcsitive residual

gravity anomaly (Fig, 16, ard Elate 3). The residual anomaly has an 

amplitude cf more than 16 mgais \*ith surface dimensions of 11 x 13
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km. It is centred ever Dixie Creek where intermediate to mafic 

metdvolcan ic rocks outcrop en the surface. 4 profile GC 1 which 

passes thrcuqh the centre was *j g L M r:   u**a used for two-dimensional 

qra'/ity modelling cf the Dixie lake gravity high.

6,2.3 Coli Lake Belt

The Coli Lake tnetavolcanic-mstased inentary belt is characterized by a 

elongated, northwest trending e igal positive residual anomaly 

approximately 20 ka; long and 12 km wide (fig. 18, and Plate 3) . The 

steap^ned gravity gradient that defines the southern margin of the 

anctnaly is quite typical of the gradient found at greenstoneVgr anite

contact. This style ia, however, lacking near tha northern ucrder cf 
f\

the anomaly where extensive glacial cover is sncwn to exiot which may

masK or reduce the observed gravity effect. It is also quite likely
•Hie

that under northern- portion cf the anomaly nigh density intrusive or 
A '

metaoridimentary rocks are turied under the glacial cover. From 

profile aw* passing through the centre cf the anomaly, three two 

dimensional gravity models were computed that show some of the rance 

of acceptable structures attainable by varying the shape of 

metd volcanics and their densities. An additional gravity model has 

been computed from profile II 1 which passes through the northern tail 

of the Coli Lake gravity high./ 6^2.u E inch u^^ 4 P^I-

The dirch-Uchi greenstone belt underlies extensive iaoinalu.!-! positive 

residual gravity anomalies which range in amplitude? between 15 to 25
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al (Plate 3) . The anomalous zcre has a north-south extent of more
w

thaa 90 Jem long and is ustween 6 to 23 km xide. Throughout its

entire length, the various areas of the Eirch-Uchi belt are

recognizable on the basis of residual anomalies which follow them,
b 

Along the belt, the gravity ancialy trends ara found t 3 ^e consistent

witi the reported gaclcgical trends.

By virtue of higher amplitudes cf the gravity anomalies, deeper 

accumulations of mafic metavolcanics are supported under the airch- 

Uchi greenstone belt. In general, th* gisenstcne-granite contacts 

are marked by steep gravity gradients, varying from 5 mgal/J-cm to 1 

mgal/icm slope. In the area just east cf Casummit gravity high, ace in 

the iierens River and Papaonga Lake areas, however, moderate gravity 

gradients extend the positive anomalies several Kilometres (intc 

granitic terrain) teyond the fccundaciss cf th3 metavoicanic units 

with which thay ace thought to he pciaiarily associated (Fig. 1d, 

Plate 3). In the Berens iiver area and in the area just east of 

Casiiiuait gravity high, these "extensions" can qualitatively, at 

lea^t, be accounted for fcy denser (2.73 gxcm3) surface roclcs. In the

Papaonga Lake area, however, the extended gravity field does cot
h

correlate with the surface geclcgy. lais suggests t flat the anomalous

region may be explained fcy the iietavolcanics that raay possibly have 

much more significant lateral extend at depth than the geological 

mapping indicates.

To the east and west, ths 3icch-achi greenstone a alt id jouiided cy
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extensive granitic areas which are characterized by generally

negative residual closures. The aost prominent is a -17 mgal negative
L 

residual anomaly centred over Gull Zake which is situated east of

Birsh-Uchi greenstone belt {rig. 18, Elate 3). The anomaly is bounded 

to ih-e north and scuth fcy the Springpcle Lake and Moon Lake arms of 

the uelt, respectively. This arcnaly is underlain by a uniform, low 

density granite and appears tc represent a single major batholith 

which underlies, at least partially, ths Springpole Lake and Seagrave 

Lak-2 areas of the Birch- Uchi onstavclcanic jj^lt-
w

The remaining negative anomaly areas are sore complex. The Alliscii- 

Sesi^inaga Lakes batholithV (Pig. 16, Plate 3) is considered to

constitute a major pcrticn of the granitic area to the east-southeast
h 

of "he greenstone celt. Its diniensicES ^ave been estimated at 15 km

wid'3 and 3G km long. The ccrres f ending residual anomaly, however,

averages only about -8 ingals, v*ith /a iriniraum of -11 mgais occuring

les..s than 5 km frcm tha greenstcre-granite contact. The actual

"Da-ho lith", therefore, appears to t-5 located to the north of Alliscn

Laki, while the Sesikinaga Lak*: ar^a represents a shallower marginal

structure.

The Trout Lale granitic area vhich lies between the Sel Lake and Uchi 

Lak3 greenstone belts contains several local minima which may mark 

the actual centres of intrusion, (irig. 13, Slate 3). As in the 

Allison Lake Area, these lews cccur near tae greenstone-granite 

contacts than in the centre cf the granitic terrain. In addition the
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low-j de not appear to correspond tc any discreet, clearly-defined 

geological structures. 3ctb the Still laks and ^ Rosen Lake lows are 

fairly narrow, elongated ancaalics *hich reacn. a minimum of acout -9 

mqals.

The Fly Creek low, which appears tc extend some 15 KOI into the
b 

Birch-Uchi greenstone belt pcssi/ly also marxs a ma/jor feeder, as

would be indicated by the graces structure along the main synclinal 

axis of the Birch-'Jchi cslt.

The Odell Lajce gravity lew, tc the rctthvicst or the 3irch-Qchi 

greer.stone belt, correlates ap pr cxiia tely with a low-density {2.6^ 

g/cmJ) granitic unit vihich und*-cli'5S the centre of the anomaly (Fig. 

18, Plate 3). The contacts of this ccdy with the surroundin-j higher 

density rocks, however, are pccrly defined and the shallow gravity 

gradients make an accurate regional-residual separation difficult- 

The present residual ai2p indicates, that the granitic unit has 

significantly greater lateral extent, at depth, than i-s giver; by the 

density saapling.

The Shearstone-Kerswill Lake gravity low, to the northeast of the 

Birch-Uchi greenstone belt, is a bread, elongated anomaly underlain 

ty -i complex granitic tarrair rargirg in density from 2.6i. to 2.72

Witn the exception of the Okarse Laks Pluton, none of the smaller
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plutons or bathciiths vhich irtiuds the Eirch-chi greenstone celt 

show any noticeable correlation fcith gravity because their densities 

are very similar tc the rocks (dcrairantiy metasediments) they 

intrude.

Numerous gravity profiles have been drawn across the airch-Uchi 

qre-jnstore oelt and surrounding granitic areas. Significant residual 

anomalies have been modelled tc extrapolate the shape, and to 

estimate the thickness cf the causative anomaly sources.

6.3 ENGLISH RIVER SUEPBCVINCE

In general, the gravity field increases southward as the English 

Riv :ir Suoprovince is approached frca the Uchi Suoprovince {^late 3). 

A 1^5 km long linear gravity zone having a stoep gravity gradient 

reaches a residual gravity nakina cf 16 jgal over the northern 

supracrustal domain of the English Eivec Sacprovince. The linear 

zon i trends almost Z-W frcin the western sdge of the map to Ear: Falls 

and then swings to an ENE direction. This linear zone perhaps 

reflects, completely or in part, the northern boundary of the 

metdsedimentary trough (mean density 2.74 gycni3) of the northern 

supracrustal domain cf the English Eivec Susprcvince. This zone also 

coincides with the Sydney Lake Fault Syst^a which outcrops at various 

places as a zone composed cf cataclastic rocks. The suuprovince 

boundary is marked uy a fairly uniform, southerly increasing rise of 

+1.2 agal/km over most cf its length.
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An interesting characteristic of the gravity anomaly over the English 

Eiv^r metasediment^ 13 its alrccst tctal lack of response to the

numerous, intrusive, trondh jsniite-grancuiorite codies, the largest of
S 

whica is the Bluffy LaKe natbclith \ihich ijl 12 km wide ana 60 kin

long. The Bluffy Lake batholith (Pig. 16, r*late 3) has a very 

distinct aeromagnetic character. Cre would expect that its 0.05 

density contrast with the surrounding metasediments to be 

significant. However, only ic tbe iiicediate vicinity of Bluffy lake 

is it associated with a gravity low. This would suggest tnat these 

bodies are extremely shallow, sheet-like features, numerous gravity 

profiles across the English Hiver Sui: pic vince have been modelled to 

show the geometry anu configuration cf the linear gravity zone arc 

other associated anomalies of this sucprcwince.

6.U HEHENS filVER SUEPfiCVIUCE

The boundary between the Dchi anc Eeiens civer Suopcovince is pccrly 
A 1^.

defined in the #urvey area, icr cxaaple^ this boundary as shown en 

many Ontario Geological Survej puolications divides many batholiths

of the survey]/ area intc half, as will the Coli Lake metavolcanic
* tt

metcisedimentary beltX fer this reason, the description of the 

gravity anomalies which nay celcng to the Herons Hiver Suoprovincs 

have be^n given under the Uchi/ riv :r .SULgrovine a.



7. GRAVITY hODELS Cr THE BESIDUAI ABCfcALIIS 

7, 1 INTRODUCTION

For quantitati ve, two-dimensional, Gravity analysis, 25 residual 

profiles, AA 1 to YY 1 , were selected frccn the graphically separated 

residual anomaly map. The profiles (for location see Figure 13) are 

spread throughout the survey area and their selection was guided ty 

consideration of anomaly resuluticr, amplitude, dimension and the 

qeoloqical environment. The generalized geology shown underneath 

each gravity profile has been adcpted frcm the geological map (Plate 

3). A description cf the geologic legend is given in Table 2. On each 

profile, the estimate cf standard deviaticn and the coefficient of 

correlation oetween the residual and computed gravity anomalies is 

listed,

7.2 GSNSHAI ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITAl IONS ANC ERGELEHS

The following basic assumptions vere made in the two-dimensional 

model analysis of the gravitaticcal field, 1) the causative cody has 

a uniform density; 2) the causative cody has infinit-3 strike length; 

and 3) the bodies are flat tcppsc.

In model interpretation, the twc diaensicnality of the anomaly is 

generally assumed if the ancmaly strike length is more than several 

tim^s larger than the width cf the anomaly. Darracott (1976) has



ested that the ahove criterion is rather vague and arbitrary and 

the choice between a "20" cr f1 3C" model should ea based on the 

criterion of depth of burial cf the top surface and the depth extent 

of the oody. Using Qarracctt's type curves both criterions held gccd 

for a majority of the ar.ciraiies in the study area and therefore a 

three dimensional interpretation approach was not considered. 

However, for the str ijce-liui ted Cixie Lase gravity high, end

corrections were applied using a lanira model (Hilscoi S Worthington,
7

to the two dimensional fcriula,

Unlike oacra direct exploration techniques, the interpretation of
Ub

gravity lields potentially gives an infinite n/mer of model
A

solutions, in order to limit the nuater cf possible aiodels, discreet 

boundary conditions, i.e. knowledge cf t .h s sucface geology and cock 

density are required. Ih-i majcr ceclcgical ccundaries in the 

greenstone belts and Saglish Bivsr Sutpco^ince are fairly well 

mapped. The detail available for the surrounding granitic areas, 

however, is quite sparse. Ihe density sampling is mos^ valuable in 

revualing phases of varying density in areas whica are uniformly 

designated as trcndh jemi te-g lancdiciite on the geological maps. 

However, the sampling intervals ars rarely sufficient to accurately 

delineate the boundaries. As a result, many areas must be assigned an 

average density, which consequently reduces the authenticity or the 

modol.

The interpretation is further liaited by the contouring interval cf
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the Souquer map, i comparison cf a test profile (C.I s 2 mgals) with 

actual gravity station valcss ever d geological section with 

alternating litholcgies {i.e. successiva icaf ic-felsic cycles) showed 

sci'i discrepancies appreciably greater than the + 0.5 mgal expected 

error in individual values. Since the corresponding second vertical 

derivative shows remar Kafcly gccd correlation with the individual 

units, it must oe assumed that net all the gravity detail is 

transit ted to the final ccntcursd hcuguer map. Thus, these units 

cannot oe interpreted discreetly with any reliability.

Wher^ fold axes can be inferred frci the geological configuration, 

but no ether structural control is available, gravity interpretation 

becomes indecisive because cf the -ubiquity of horizontal layering. 

The oest possible model that then can be obtained io a "geologically 

accaptaole 11 model, Gravity interpretation also becomes proDlematic 

where two different adjacent lithclcgies show no respective density

contrast, e..g. , the P^rrigo /lutcn iatrudr ing the metasediiaents cf 

nearl/ the same density.

Finally, the residual anomalies should all, ideally, show a 

correlation with the surface geclogy. Ir, areas where the residual 

anomaly reguires the ir.trcduct ice cf i buried body, the 

interpretation can, at oest, te cuided sy ths surrounding geology or 

previous experience, with all these inherent limitations, nowever, i 1 

muse be emphasized that gravity aodelling, assisted by second 

vertical derivative and aerciagcetic maps, still provides a valuacle
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dnd valid criteria for evaluating any proposed structurdi model

7.3 *AVI1Y dOuELLIHG PSCC5COEE

The anomaly' modelling was carried out sy means of a .gr a vi*/ computer

r^ra wnich computes the gravitational effect of two-dimensional 

ses of arbitrary cress section (hagy, 196-4). The modelling prcgrdia 

is fully interchangeable dst'*osn an iterative non-linear optimization 

mode -and a simple trial and errcr rccde. In the iterative mode, the 

modelling progiam is used in conjunction with a non-linear 

optiiuizaticn computer package KiEOlI iJases and 3oos, 1976) which 

ws a user to minimize a turcticr cf several independent 

doles. The function f to ce ninioized is determined through the 

subroutine of the lodelling prcgraa and a twc- dimensional uody model 

that will best fit an observed gravity anomaly is calculate!. The 

parameters (x and z coordinates cf the cody, the oddcground gravity 

of tiie form HO *Slx and the density) can ce rounded if desiracls, 

within a lower and upp^r lisit, cr kept constant if their values are 

known from surface geology, drilling or seismic data.

The initial shape cf the causative todies at the oeginning of the 

computation were constructed using geological information. In those 

cases where the outcrop limit cf the geologic units were Jcnown, the 

boundaries of the uodel cody points at the surface were kept fixed. 

The surface dips, wherever kncvic/ were also used in model 

interpretation. The appropriate densities used in the modelling
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procedure are listed for each unit, along the profile.

The estimate of the standard deviation and the coefficient of 

correlation were used to determine tha gccdness-of-fit cetween a set 

of residual and computed gravity arcnalies- The standard deviation 

is given by: ,.

cr ,

i L"   -rjj u a L i o 11

whera, the indicated summations are over a total of n observations 

fx) and correspondng computed values (y)* A standard deviation of 1 

mgal or less was considered a gccd fit. The coefficient of 

correlation is given by:

^^* r^er s ~ ^ \ *5

T >>
xfhe coefficient of correlation ranges in ^alua from O to 1, (1\C\C) , 

and a value of C equal to 1 shc^s a perfect agreement between a set 

of residual and ccicputed anomalies.

7.4 ?QOF1L2

Profile AA 1 (Fig. 19)

Profile AA 1 near the western edge of the reap, extends in a HNW 

direction across the NcrthacD Supracrustal Dc.nain to north of the Hej
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LaJte Belt. The profile ±2 acre than ICC km long and has several

4F 
prcminent positive and negative residual anomalies, Theyare the

Northern Supracrustal Dcir-ain gravity hiqh in the vicinity of Sydney 

Lake Fault, the 5iner.-sedle lake pluton gravity low, the Embryo Lake 

gravity high and the Indian House lake pluton gravity low, The 

computed two dimensiona i shapes cf the causative codies are shown in 

Fig. 19. The coefficient of correlation fcstween the observed and 

computed anomalies is 0.997 and the estimate of standard deviation ia 

0.3^ mgal.

A/ 5 D
The in-itasedimentary trough cf the /.cithern Xu P rdcr ustal /fomain cf the

English River Sutprovir.ee consists aairly of metatexite^ of mean 

density 2.74 gxcm3. Ihe metatexite coincide ^ith a residual positiva 

anomaly, 14 mgal in amplitude. Ihe ncrtnsrn edge of the trough in 

the vicinity of the Sydney Lake fault system has a calculated dip cf 

2503-' riowever, approximately 5 ka; scuth cf the fault, the dip teccmes 

almost vertical and the tasin assumes a d^pth extent of d.5 km.

f 
North of theSydn*/ Lax.e fault, lies the -tineneedie Lake quartz

monzonitic pluton having a oiear density cf 2-65 g/cinj. Ihe pluton 

giv^s a 6.5 mgal amplitude, elliptical shaped, negative residual 

anomaly of dimensions 27 km x 8 km- Ihe sides of the pluton are scuth 

dipping and extend to a subsurface depth cf c xm.

The outcropping mafic ice ta ve lc^ r ics cf the Bed Lake Belt in the 

Emfcryo-reiescopic Lakes area ccrislate with a 6 mgal positive



residual anomaly. A near, density of 2-33 g/craJ has been used in the 

mod-3l calculations. Ihe calculated raoaei indicates a synclinal 

structure with gentle dips that nay extend tc 0*5 Km depth. This 

suggests that the western end ct the Bed Lake letavoicanic oeit is 

o than 1 km thick-

Nortn of Ernoryo Lake gravity high a 5 mgal negative residual ancrcaly 

correlates witn the Indian House Laxe platen. An average density of 

2.6^ gxcm3 has been used fee this pluton *hich has inward sloping 

surfaces that extend tc a depth cf 3 Km.

FrOiii the profile it is clsddy seen that tha positive and negative 

residual anomalies are closely ccnnected with the denser and lighter 

outcropping rocks/ respectively.

PS^rrrrrS BB ' (Pig. 20)

This NN2 running profile is nore than 90 Kin long and cuts across both

the Northern Supracr usta l Domain and the fed Lake Belt. The mdjci

ancn-aiies under this prctile are the Northern Supracrustal Domaink
gravity high, the Killala^Mecicine Stone ia/es bithclith gravity low,

the Todd-Fairlie gravity high/ the Alfctd Lake area gravity high and
w 

finally the Rathouse Lake gravitv le/- Ihs observed and calculated

anomalies have a coefficient cf correlation cf 0.998 and a standard 

devidtioc of 0.5u ngai-
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Profile 3i3' starts in the Northern Supracrustal Domain legion

s 
characterised by a 15 rcgal positive residual anomaly. The northern

boundary of the metasedira^ntary asiE, raear density 2.1* gXcm3, and
A

again has a gentle dip near the Sydney lake fault, zone and a steep 

dip -ioout 6 kin south of the fault. Underneath the profile, the 

trough is calculated tc have a depth exteit cf 9 /cm.

The diatexite unit (3C) , centred at kilometre 20, has been modelled
  *~s

with a mean density of 2.63 g/cro^. The causative funnell shaped tcdy
A

is dipping to *che south and has a depth /ext-sn- of 3 .^iu.

D
In the Longyieqqed Lake *fotne area, cetween Kilcm-atras 25 to ^(J, the

residual gravity field is insignificant tc warrant any modelling cf 

the various dome units. 'Iha mean density of tne surface roc*s in this 

area is 2.75 gxcm3 i.e., a density ccntrast ci ^0.06 with tne 

bac^g'rouad. The contrast is sufficient enough to cause gravity
.H

nfi/aiiotnalies owever the lack cf significant gravitational field in tn-a 
AA 0

Lon i/legged Lake #002 area indicates that the outcropping narrow 
vX

units are cf limited depth extent.

The Killala-aedicine Stcre lakes cathclith of mean density 2.66 g/cai 

3 correlates with a u mgal negative residual anomaly. On the surface

the Medicine Stone La^e prcticn cf thti tathclith appears to be
b 

sepurat-ad from the Killala /athclith c y a thin east-west trending

felsic tc intermediate aeta/volcanic unit. however, these uathcliths
w ,

having inard sloping sices /are joined at depth. The intervening
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metavolcanics of mean density 2.73 gxcn:3, near kilometre 55 are 

mod-illed to ae l kir chick. The southern side of the oatholith 

extends to a depth of 6 km vibereas the north side which comes into 

contact with the Red Lake metavclcanic belt dips steeply to the south 

and has a depth extent cf 8 km.

K
The 25 mgal positive residual anomaly called te Todd-Fairli-2 gravity

A

high is caused by outcropping mafic Beta volcanic rocks cf mean 

density 2-93 g/cinS and the metassdiaentary and quartz diorite recks 

of mean density 2.75 gxcin3- Ihe mafic inetavolcanics which havs teen 

modelled to a thickness of 5 ka: underlie partially the 

metdsedimentary recks tstveen -s-a-r IccitiuE kilometres 57 to 70. The 

metdsadiffients dip tc the north ar.d have a thickness of aoout 2 ka, 

Within the Todd-fairlie metavclcdnic cody, two metasediinentary units 

have been modelled with a l kit thickness. A part of the north flank

of the Tcdd-Fairlie gravity anomaly coincides with the rocks cf ths
a 

Alfora Lake area. The density sampling in this are/ shows that a

meaa density of 2.75 gxcn;3 is representative of tne exposed rocks. 

Using tn.is density a causative tody was modelled wirh a de^th extent 

of t- k ID.

The gravity field ever ths Bal^Jtcuse Lake fcatholith is characterized
b
y a 4 mgal negative residual ar.crcaly. The anomaly is modelled with a 

A
maaii density of 2.65 g/cmJ and ths density contrast extends to a 

depth of about U *m.
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Profile C/' (Fig. 21)

The 70 km long profile runs in a northeast direction across the 

Northern Supracrustal Conain to Cixie Lake metavolcanic- 

letdsedimentary Delt and terminates past Gull Lake gravity low. Two 

models have oeen calculated for tis profile^/ a two-dimensional model 

(Bodel 1) Ur9 X #trike-lioiitf:d model (tfcdel 2) wnich is calculated 

only for the Dixie Lake gravity high region- 

Model 1 (Figure. 21a).

The steeply dipping metasedin.er.tar> trough cf tae Northern 

Supracrustal Domain is calculated tc ce 1CJ km thick. A gravity lew 

centred around' kilometre 35 is atttitutaie tc a granitic pluton cf 

meai density of 2-64 g/cmS. The pluton underlies the southern edge 

of the Dixie Lake greenstone belt and has a depth extent of 2.6 km-

Ihe northern contact of this pluton which comes into contact with the
L 

Dixie Za ka greenstone belt is shewn tc be saallow dipping.

The Dixie Lake gravity high represented by a 16 mgal positive
i 

residual anomaly coincides \*ith outcrops cf m-afic metavolcanic rocks

of mean density 2.S3 gxcoi3. The calculated 2.2 km thickness cf the

mafic metavolcanics of the Dixie Lake bait vrhich assumes d synformal
b 

shape, appears to re shallower than that cXtdined in other greenstone

belts of the area.
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Fur-h^r north, along this profile, lies the Gall ock Lake pluton
l\

which has a coinciding 8 mgal regative residual anomaly. The anomaly

has oeen explained by a quart2 monzonitic pluton having a mean desity
r 

of 2.6^ q/cmJ. The Gull jfccK lake pluton has inward sloping

interfaces which extend to a depth of about 6.5 km. The southern adge 

of ihe pluton is steeply dipping whilst the northern edge takes the 

foria of a shallow dipping sheet.

The /smaller, narrow tongue of the Eed lake mafic meta^J^ //volcanic

uni-, near Kilometre 65, appears to te contained as a remanant within
r 

tne Jull Xcck Lake pluton. Ihe ismnacts of the mafic aietavolcanics

are lass than 0.5 ka thicK and procacly dip to the south.

2 (Pig. 21 L

In this model, the anomaly underlying the Dixie Lake aetavcicanics , 

ietween kilometres 36 to 52 has approximated to be caused oy the 

effect of todies of limited strike length, in d corrections were thus 

calculated fer twc-dimensicnal icdels using the algorithm of ililson 

and Worthington (1977). In this itethcu a tody is approximated ty a 

number of straight-sided slats vihere the gravity field of a slat is

calculated due to a rectangular horizontal lamina. la the model unde:
h

discussion, te uodies were appro ximateu cy 1C laminae of

thicknesses each having a half-strike length ot 6 km. After applying 

the stride correction, the calculated depth/extent of the mafic 

olcanics increasad ty atcut 1G# (2.^ km) compared to that



obtained in Model 1 (2.2 km) Uiere infinite strike length was 

assumed. Since the difference tetweec the two depths are mini aa l, end 

corrections were net attempted ir cth^r profiles.

Profile DD 1 (Fig. 22)

} 
Profile CO 1 / 85 kia in length, runs approximately northly across the

Northern Supracrustal Domain and the Bed lake belt. The prominent
y* s

gravity anomalies along this profile ace the Northern Supracrustal
D
tfbraair. gravity high, the dug Lake-Stcne Lake gravity low, the Dcme

Stock gravity lew, the Cccheccur gravity high and the Rathouse Lake 

gravity lav*. Two alternative models have teen calculated for this 

profile.

Uodel 1 (*ig. 22a)

A/ S D
The m-Jt'itexites of the jrcitbern Supracrustal /omain have been

interpreted to ua dipping gently tc the south in the immediate
soofK 

vicinity of the Sydney La*e rauit system and a few kilometres fcnon; of

the fault dip steeply tc the south. 4 siaiiac configuration has been 

arr-ved frcm Profiles AA 1 and EE'. The calculated depth/ extant cf 

the metasediment s en this profile is 10 KIT.

The inafic to interinediats intrusive units between kilometres 25 tc 30 

ha v^ oean modelled using a near, density cf 2.92 g/cmS, The causative 

tody which takes the form Gf a flat-lying sill has a shallow depth



extent of 0.6 kou

The 25 mgal residual negative arcmaly coinciding with Bug Lake-Stone 

lak'i gravity low correlates en the surface with granodioritic and 

trondhjemitic rocks. Hc*ever, ths density measurements in this region 

indicate lighter granitic rocks cf mean density 2.6*1 g/cmJ. Using 

this density, the causative tcdy resulted in a depth extent of 4 km 

with vertically dipping sides.

A prominent circular gravity le* c^ntrsd atout kilometre 60 is caused 

by r.w granodioritic recks of the Ccme Stcck. Ihe mean density cf the 

rocKs contained in the stock is 2*70 gxcn3. It has been suggested ty 

gravity modelling that the 2.6 kir thick Dcme Stock is entirely 

enclosed within the Bed Lake greenstone celt. Both to the north and 

soutn, the Stock is in contact vith l km thick felsic to intarssciatc 

metavolcanic units..

A major portion of the 23 aqai aiplituds positive residual anomaly

(the Cochenour gravity high) cstvieci: Kilometres 50 to 75, has bsen
b

acco-intea mostly during the ccdslling xi'y underlying folded Tiafic

metavolcanics which haXve linit^d surface exposjifure in the form of 

narrow oands. It is suggested that ail lighter composition rocxshat ail lighter

which have shallow thicknesses X 0,5 tc 1.8 km / are underlain, aicng 

this profile, by mafic met-ivcicacic recks whose bottom topography 

assume anticlinal and synclinal shades. South of the Dome Stock, near 

kilometre 58, the modelled mafic metavolcdnics represent an
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anticlinal form with a thickness of less than 1.8 lea. The location of

the interpreted anticlinal axis coincides with the mapped anticline.
A/
orth of the Dome Stock, the shdpe cf the modelled mafic metavolcanics

suggests a synclinal fora, near kilometre 53, with a maximum 

thickness of 5,8 H.OI. However, it should fce pointed out that the 

location of the interpreted syrclinal axis is found to be under the 

Dome Stock and perhaps therefore a synclinal axis could not he 

observed durinq surface mapping. It is also seen that the folded 

meta volcanics have their greatest concentration of mass and thickness 

directly oelow the peak or the residual gravity anomaly,

Nortn of the Cochenour gravity high, the cocks of the Aiford Lake 

area, perhaps constituting a smaller denser phase (mean density 2.75

of the Rathcu'se Lake batholith, have teen ttodelled to a 

thickness of 0,5 km. The main Bathccse i'ake batholith has a depth 

extent of 3 km which has ceen calculated using a uniform '.aean density 

of 2.. 5^ qXcm3.

Model 2 (fig. 22t)

A second uiodel was calculated for the Ccchencur gravity high cetween 

kilometres 50 to 75. In this sinplified model many of the smaller 

surfdce geological units have teen lumped together cy averaging their

mean densities. Also different near density values were used for both
ft /Cm 3

the mafic metavolcanics (2-87 g/c&S a-jainst 2.d9/ used in model 1)
JV l

and Dome Stock {2.69 g/crr.3 against 2.7G gxcra3 used in model 3* It is
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that in model 2 the overall shapes cf the causative todies 

remain similar LO those acdelled in ircdel 1 except their thicknesses 

ara somewhat differ^nt-

This illustrates the non-uniqueness cf the solution where the 

interpretation process is purely subjective and a number of models 

can be fitted to the saire accnaly.

Profile EH 1 (Fig. 23)

This ^0 icm long, approximately ncrtnward running profils passes 

through tae Northern Supracrustal Domain, the tug Lake - Stone lakeo
gravity low, the "Hcv*ey /icrite" gravity high, the Cochenour gravity

hign and the fiat house Lake gravity lew. Ihe co-efficient of
b

correlation between the observed and calculated anomalies is 0.999

and the estimate cf standard deviation is 0.^ mgal.

The general characteristics of the metasedimen/tary trough of the
ifj .

l W
Northern Supracrustal Domain are similar tc these found 'L L c j earlier

profiles. Ihey ji*-* a 14 to 16 mgal residual positive anomaly, gentle 

dip and shallow thickness in the vicinity of the Sydney Lake fault 

syst^ai, steep dip and between S to 10 ku depth/extent, a few 

kilometres south cf the fault. Gc the present profile the dopth/ 

extent of the trougn is S km./ Ihe 2 mgal negative residual anomaly, 

in the vicinity of kilometre 30 coincides en the surface with 

granodior itic and tror.d jhemitic recks. This anomaly is also quite
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distinct on the iiccguer ancoalj nap. Tc mcdel this anomaly lighter 

rocks are required whose mean density is less than tha background 

density. Therefore, a icean density cf 2.6^ g/cmS was chosen to model 

a 3.5 Km deep intrusive tcdy.

The ouq Lake - Stone La*e gravity lew has been modelled using a mean
a

density of 2.64 g/cnS. The intrusive tody is interpret^/ to have a 

deptn/extent of less than 2 km. Ihe northern edge of the intrusive 

tody comes into contact with the steeply dipping Red Lake greenstone 

belt- A 27 mgal amplitude positive residual anomaly known as the 

Cochenour gravity hign coincides with the eastern part of the Red 

LaKe greenstone b*-lt. It has teec sfccwn frcm the model (Fig. 23) that 

the taa jor portion cf the ancialy ccntr ifcution is caused Dy the mafic 

me ta volcanics which are exposed in a few locations. The outcropping 

felsic to intermediate meta/ volcanic, metasedimentary and intrusive 

units including the "Ho/ey Jficrite" are all contained within the 

mafic metavolcanicE. nest of these units with the exception of "Hcwey
o
fiorite" are less than 1 km thick. Ihe steeply dipping rocks of the

D
"Howoy ivorite 11 have a depth/extent cf less than 2 km. The bottcm 

topography of the oiafic tneta volcanics takes the form of a homocline 

between Kilometres 50 to b5 where its thickness varies between 1 to 3 

km. Th^ thickest section (^ ka) of the mafic metavolcanics seguence 

is interpreted at kilometre 1Q where a synclinal axis has al/so teen 

mapped from the surface qeclcqy.

In Alford Lake area, the positive residual anomaly has ueen explained
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by the shallow (depth extent 0*5 km) marie phases (mean density 2.75 

q/cmB) of the Rathcuse Lake tathclith (near. density 2.6~ g/crnB) which 

has d depth/extent cf about 2 km.

Profile .FF 1 (Fig.

This profile runs NNW from the Erglish Eiver metaseditnents across the 

Trout Lake granitic area approximately 20 km to the east of the Bed 

Lakn greenstone belt.

The geology in the first half cf the profile has jyeen well mapped. 

Details over the Trout Lake granitic area however, are sparse.

The english River inetasediireEts attain a laxi^um depth of 9 km and 

the oubprovince boundary models vi t h a 45 degree southerly dip. The 

relidoility of this interpretation is moderated perhaps Dy tee 

proximity cf a low density (2.63 g/cn^) diatexite unit, dowever, 

profile SG' gives a very similar interpretation.

re
The interpretation between kilciet^/s 17 and 45, covering Sandy Cree*

gravity low, the Eruca Stock gravity lew, and the Ten i-iile Creek 

gravity high, is highly qualitative toth froa lack of density data, 

and structural ambiguity. At test, it appears that aost of these

units thin out north of the Syd/ney Lake fault and are less than 1 km
C/

t hie t.
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The structure shown for the granitic areas of tha Trout River and 

Trout LaKe gravity lc^s suffers frcii the lack of surface detail. 

However, the interpreted ncdel suggests that the Trout River and the 

Trout Lake batholiths are interccnnected and their shallow depth/ 

extent suggest that the so-called tathcliths are most lively 

extensive sheets.

Near its northwest end, the profile passes through the eastern end of 

the Coli Lake gravity high Vihich has ceen oso d ill-i d using a mean

density oc 2.93 g/ctnS. Under the profile, the Coli Laxe belt appears
b 

to be lass than 0.6 km thick, 5 orucfc better oiodal of this Xelt is j/^r 1-*-
discussed in /rofile M 1 . 

Profile Gti 1 (Fig. 25)

The profile runs parallel to, and approximately 17 kin east of picfil-? 

FF', and a.oout 17 km to the hest of tha Eircb-Ucni greenstone c?lt. 

The profile passes throuqn the rcrthern supracrustal domain and 

ext-j'vls across the granitic terrain cf the Fly CreeK, Trout Eiver and 

Stiff Ldks areas.

The geological section shcfcs a great deal more detail than is 

warranted oy the station spacing, and as a result densities nave ceen 

averaged over several units ic certain areas.

The English River ice tascd i inerts in this profile model to a depth cf
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10 km and th-e south dipping structure agrees *eli with the 

extrapolated position cf the Sydney lake cataclastic zone at 

kilometre 12. The interpretaticr is considered fairly reliable 

because there are no additional surface units to creat-s ambiguity.

The granitic unit between kilcnetres 12 and 20, which forms part cf 

/the Bluffy Lake catolith has teen ncdelled with a density of 2.6- 

q/cmZ, although the average ever the ectire exposure is 2.69 gxcoi3. 

This is dictated primarily fcy the regiccal- residual separation, 

which may ije in error cy 1 tc 2 ugals, cut can bi partially justified 

by the difference in gravity response cst^een this portion and the 

rem-iindar of the batholith.

The Fly Creek granite, mean density 2.6^ g/cniJ, appears to underlie 

much of the felsic tc intermediate icetavolcanics and metasediments 

of maan density 2.77 gycra3. The ircut fiiver granitic area is 

characterized by a prominent B irgal amplitude negative residual 

ancmdly which has ueen modelled to give a depth/extent of 9 km to the 

granites of mean density 2,6U g/caj. Ihe Stiff Lake granitic area 

models as a sheet-like structure, less than 3 km thick.

The interpreted structure cf the granites gives, the impression that 

they have welled up frcm the Ircut Eiver and Rosen Lake areas, and 

then spread laterally in thinner sheets. The Eluffy Lake, fly Creek 

and Trout Hiv^r units have all been modelled discreetly, but there is 

no roason why th-^y could not he jcirsa at depth, and in reality
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prcoiuly are.

The Fredart La*e ara of the Eirch-Uchi telt, at kilometre 33, 

possioly represents a homocline, cut the contouring interval is not 

sufficiant for a more detailed icte t fretaticn.

Profile HH 1 {Fiq. 26)

This profile runs N3K across the Bluffy Lake batholith, the Whitemud 

Lak* araa, the Rosen Lake tathclith, and across the Fredart LaKe arai

of the 3ircn-Uchi telt. The 9ecicgicdi feature of primary interest
L 

in til is profile is the Bluffy fake tathclith,

The Bluffy Laice Dathclith (aiean density 2.69 ^/ca3) , an extensive 

body of trondh jemite-gra rcdicr ite, is clearly outlined on the 

ae c j ma qn a tic maps, but due tc a lack cf density contrast has almost 

no correlation with tne qravitj except in the ianneaiate vicinity cf 

Bluffy Lake. In modelling this hody the Northern Supracrustal Domain 

were preassigne'l a thickness cf 10 km, and the d^pth cf

the Bluffy Lake batholith fcas adjusted accordingly. The resulting
b

interpretation shews the batholith tc -ifi a relatively thin sheet of

less than 1*5 km thickness, thich has possitly intruded the 

meta-sedifflents from the ncrth. This wculd tc in continuity with the 

structures interpreted in profile li'. Unfortunately th* dip cf the 

contacts is not known.



The English Eiver - Uchi Sutprovince boundary is again represented by 

a steeply dipping discontinuity, however, the angle is only 

approximate.

x 
The ..(osen Lake gravity lew is characterised en this profile by an 8.5

mgal negative residual anomaly which is interpreted to represent a 

granide batholith having a mean density 2-65 g/cmS, Althougn sens 

tronuhjtfinite and granodiorite have teen mapped in the batholith 

region, the surface sampling gives a mean density of 2.65 g/coU. The 

shap^ of the Rossr Lake .batholith which extends to a depth of 10 km 

strongly indicates that the grarites seems to have welled up to the 

surface and then spread cut laterally in a thinner sheet.

7
Profile II (Fig, 27)

A

This NW trending profile runs across the Bluffy Lake batholith, the

Hhit omud Lake metasedimentary area, the Lest Bay gravity high and
w

terminates at the xestern lint cf the Eirch-Uchi belt near Fly creek.

The 3luffy Lake batholith lackir.g ir. density contrast (mean density 

2-69 g/cmJ) corresponds with a positive residual anomaly region which 

is perhaps caused cy the dense astasedioients (niean density 2,7^ 

g/cai.3) of tne English fiiver Sut province, underlying th-2 Bluffy Lake 

batholith. Due tc a lack cf dersity contrast the batholith cannot ne 

modelled directly tut the underlying metasediments indicate that the 

batholith is more li/ce a thin sheet net acre than 3 km in thickness.
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The no r t h am supracrustal donair metasediicents , mean density 2. 7u 

gxca3, belonging tc the fihitsnud Lake area have seen interpreted with 

thicKnesses varying frcn less than 0.2 krc tc 3 km.

The various units cf the circh-Uchi greenstone belt, which satisfies 

the surface geology and the residual gravity of this profile are 

shewn in Fig. 27. The lost Eaj gravity high has been modelled ty the 

mafic metavolcar.ics (aean density 2.S3 gxcm3) which ara less than 3.5

km talc*. It is interesting tc rcte that a mapped synclinal axis,
re

near kilotaet^Qf 46, does not agree with the gravity interpretation-

The present inter ptetaticn shews that the greenstone uelt is thinning

{calculated thickness less than G. 5 kin) rather than thickening at the
re 

mapped synclinal axis at kilcnets* U6. It is therefore suggested

that: consideration D6 given tc shift the synclinal azis 5 to 6 ka to
re 

th*-? south, near K.ilometi?^ UO.

Profile JJ 1 (Fig. 28)

Profile J J' runs appcoximatel) ir. a nofchwest direction across Eluffy 

Laice batholith, tne Vihitemud Lake metasediaienrary area, -he ^ost Bay 

gravity high, the fly Cceek gravity leu, the Mitchell gravity high 

and the Rosan Lake gravity le*.

As suggested in earlier tncdels, the Eiuffy Lake Batholith has cncs 

again been shown tc have a tbickress of about 3 kin. The shape cf the 

batholith is mere lika a sheet-like structure which is enclosed
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completely within the me tasediirerts cf the English River Subprovicce 

which ara calculated tc D* 12 kin thick along this profile. The

metasediments of the Whitanud /ake araa have a thickness of less than
k

3 Xn

The other interesting features cc this profile cire the Fly Creek and

the hosen Lake gravity lo^s shich are associated with low density

granitic rocks (mean density 2.64 g/cajJ). It is shown by the
re,

two-dimensional aiodei that tetfcssn kilca-et/ys 50 and 55, the shallow

supracrustal units belonging tc the Mitchell gravity high of the 

Birch-Uchi greenstone belt, cccur as shallow remnants (less than 1.5 

km thick) in a granitic terrain. Th*? Rcse-n Lake batholith has been 

modilled with a rcot rfhich eitsrds tc a depth of 12 ka.

Profile KK 1 (Pig. 29)

This northwest trending profile fccuses primarily on the structure of 

the southwest part of the flirch-Uchi greenstone oeit. Because cf the 

complexity and abundance of cuisrcus relatively thin geological 

units, a uniform density of 2.37 yvca3 has been assumed for most cf 

the metavolcanic areas, with the exception of the felsic to 

intermediate metavclcanic units tet^eer. kilca^tres 51 to 57 which 

have a mean density cf 2.73 g/cau.

The niaxiiDuum thickness interpreted fer the metavolcanics of the Lost 

Bay gravity high region is 3 km. A synclinal axis is suggested at
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48 since it is the deepest portion of the greenstone celt, 

alonq this profile. Fete that th3 capped synclinal axis at kilcm 

5U models frcm the gravity data more as an anticlinal structure. 

This discrepancy has been chseived ii: Profiles II 1 , 2ti' and H 1 as

The i'ly Creek gravity lew at kilometre 54 is interpreted due to an 

intrusive feature, Cased on the napped grarsn structure and

extrapolation of the intrusive tody which outcrops sout of thert
present anomaly- The intrusion has teen modelled as a discreet tody,

but tiia y v^ry well ce connected at depth with the Hoser. Lake Batholith
U b 

whicti may also be /joined with the Stiff /?a*e ^atholita. The Hcsen
L 

Lake batholith extends to a depth of about 6 km whilst the Stiff ^Take
b

is ccmpa ra ti vel v shallower as it extends to a depth of only

J Profile LI*

The north trending profile LI 1 originates in the English 2ivec 

netasediinents and runs across the rdpacnga lake gravity high, the 

Allison-Sesikinaga Lakes granitic aiea, the Seagrave Lake gravity 

high/ the Gull Lake gravity lo*, the Casummit Lake gravity high and 

terminates in the Shearstone-Kersv.il! Lakes granitic area.

FOE the most part, the geological mapping in the area is of a 

rec3;iriaissarice nature only and there is little structural dita. lo
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compound the difficulty, the profile shews exceptionally poor 

correlation between gravity and surface geology.

The iinqlish fiiver-Uchi Sucprcvince tcuadary has seen interpreted as a 

steoply south dipping interface tilth aetasediuients ax t end in g tc a 

depth of 8 Km. The diatexites (near density 2.64. g/cm.3) occuring 

witnin the metasedinmn ts are less than l km thick.

The Allison-Sesikinaga Lakes granitic area, on this profile, is 

characterized uy an 8 mgal negative residual anomaly which has teen

modelled using a uniform density of 2.64 g/cmJ. The uatnolith
h

extends to a depth of 6 KIT fcelcw te surface.
fi

A m a-jo r discrepancy is acted cetfceer. the residual gravity anomalies 

and the greenstone-granite contact lccaticns in the Papaonga Lake and 

Casummit Lake gravity high regions. In the Casummit Lake gravity

high region, the positive residual anomaly peaks almost at the
re 

metasadiment-granite contact, near hi lone t// 83. The positive gravity

region extends for another 6 kn (u^ to Kilometre 89) into the le*

density granitic terrain (near density 2.6u g/cmj). Although the
re

density sampling north of location fcilcmetpgr 33 is relatively sparse,

there is no evidence tc support the existence of denser granites 

which could explain the positive gravity anomaly. A similar 

correlation problem occurs at kilometre 30, in th** Papaonga Lake 

area. In both areas mentioned/ the units hava been interpreted as 

relatively thin (less than 2 km) with gentle dips and extending telcw
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the granites. This gives the granites a nappe structure overhanging 

from the north, it should bs ncted that in thd Papaonga Lake area at 

kilometre 30 a 80c dip has teen recorded from surface mapping tut 

cannot oe incorporated in the gravity interpretation. This pcses a 

challenge to re-examine the supfcssc origin cf vertical and ^j*-

suij-vertical dips which dominate most Archean greenstone uelts./ The

^gravity interpretation indicates trcta/ly synclinal structures

directly below the peak cf the Seagrave Lake gravity hign at
b

kilometre 66, and possi/ly ir. the Casummit Lake gravity high region

of the Spriagpole Lake arm at kilometre 7fc. It is suggested that 

between the two synciines rcecticred a possible anticline structure is 

no* intruded oy the granites cf the Gull Lake batholith. The 

batholith represented by a 10 irgai negative residual anomaly has teen 

modelled to extend to a depth ci 10 km. Ihe interpretation is 

considered to be approximate because the effect of the main mass of 

the batholith lying to the east has not teen ta.on into account.

1'he Shearstoae-Kerswiil lakes granite cody is a shallow dipping shee^ 

- iik'-j mass which has teen mcdellsd using a mean density of 2.6^ 

g/ciaj to have a depth extent cf ^ km,

Profile art 1 (Fig. 31}

Thi:i profile runs from the icglish Eiver icetasediinents ir. a NNW

direction across the Birch-Uchi greenstone celt just to the south cf

the t} ?rriqo and Okanst intrusives ard intc the Berens Hiver area. The
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profile intersects the tsc larcest positive anomalies of the
L 

Birch-Uchi greenstone belt, the -tost Hay ^gravity high (*22ia-jal) and

the Goodall gravity high {*27 orgal). The profile also intersects the 

central synclinal axis of the belt. TWO possible models that satisfy 

the gravity ancmaly are shewn in figures 31a and 31b.

Model 1 (Fig/. 31a)

The intarpretation of the Northern Supracrustal Domain, English River 

Subprovinca metasediinents is considered least reliable cecause cf the 

surface outcrops cf trcndhjjeiite and diatexites. The d^pth extent 

of thenetasediments /fhas been ccnputed tc be less than 6 km, along

this profile. The geological section along this profile shows a
0-

comploxly folded structure with several additional fold xesi\
interpreted from the gravity data and supported by the surface 

relationships. In this mcdRlV a uniform density of 2.87gxc;n3 has been 

used for mcst of the greenstone celt.

The felsic to intermediate tcetavclcanics (mean density 2.73 g/cojo) 

betwean kilometres 35 to UO, cind the metasediinenta X (mean density 

2.75 7/C03) Detween kilometres ^2 tc -^, belonging to the Papaonga 

Lako area have been interpreted as shallow basins/ less than 1 km 

thick. These units are underlain by mafic metavolcanics which 

outcrop extensively in the Lest Ea j gravity nigh regior; and have 

thicKnesses varying between less than C. 5 km to '4 kin. The assumption 

of uuried layered mafic metavolcanics in certain locations is
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justified en the basis of the napped geological configuration and, 

particularly tney are necessary to generate sufficient gravity effect 

which .is comparable to the residual anccaly. Ihe interpreted 

thicknesses and fold axis locations are, understandably, only 

approximate because of the inherent ambiguity of the potential field.

f? inverted funnel-shapped Ckanse intrusive centred at kilometre 64 

is flanged on twc sides ty the /Pest Hay and Gocdaii gravity highs, 

The intrusive which is wider at i*s tase than at its top has been 

interpreted as a diapiric structure with d mean density of 2.75 

gycai3. It is suspected that the intrusion is possibly intruding an 

anticlinal structure tc the SSE cf the tapped syncline, The Goodall 

gravity high produces the largest residual anomaly (*27 mgal) of the 

entire Birch Uchi belt. The accnaly has ceen explained Dy 

metavolcaaic rocks of aean dersity 2.67 g/cmJ having a thickness of 6 

km.

The 2.73 g/cmj density recks cf the Eecens hiver area extend to a 

depth varying frcm 2 to 3 km. Ihe metavolcanics oelonging to Gocdali 

gravity high region grade intc the "granitic terrain" of t.ie Berens 

Eivar area near kilometre SG and underlie them for some distance, it 

should oe pointed cut that a similar marginal subsidence has been 

postulated by Gorman (1378) based en ficnsbergs experiments.

2 {Fig. 31b)
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In this model all the exposed geological units have been assigned 

observed mean densities unlike tte first icdel where the greenstone 

belt was assigned a single mean density. This model also takes into 

account the three cycles of volcanism and the central synclinal axis 

about which the folding teck glace as established by Thurston et al 

(1978). From gravity interpretation, the calculated thickness of the 

greenstone belt in the lest Ea j gravity high region is less than 5 

km, The model shows that the napped volcanic cycles are not 

continuous at depth because they have been interrupted by the 

intrusion of the Okanse Pluton which has a depth extent of 5 km. it 

also suggests that the mafic ustavolcar.ic units are generally thicke; 

than the felsic or intermediate netavcicacic units. It is 

interesting to observe that in i?cdel 2 (Fig- 31fc) between kilometres 

42 to 50, a sedimentary casin fcith a maximum thickness of u.5 km is 

required to satisfy the residual ancraaiy, unlike in liodel 1 (Fig. 

31a) where 0.5 km thick aetasedirtects were underlain oy mafic 

metavolcanics. It is suggested that the calculated 4 km thickness fo: 

the uietasediments in i-lcdel 2 seens tc be disfroportior.ate with that 

of the mafic metavclcanics fcccd in the nearby areas.

Profile NN 1 (Pig. 32)

This profile which runs northerly along the eastern edge of the 

survey area intersects the Sneigrove Lake gravity low, the ^loon Lake 

gravity high and t ha Gull Lake gravity lovi. Two alternate 

interpretations have be^n provided for this profile.
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flodai 1 (Fig. 32a)

The Sr.elqrove Lake batholith is associated fcitn a 9 jigal negative 

residual anomaly. The batholith extending tc a depth of 5 km could be 

a southward extension cf the much laryer Gull Lake batholith. The 

Gull Lake batholith which produces the lowest Bouguer contour (-78 

mqalo) in the entire survey area has beet considered as one single 

fcody of uniform density 2.6U gxcai3. Ihe anplitude of the negative 

residual anomaly ever Gull Lake is almost -19 mgals. The residual 

anomaly closely fellows the general outline cf trie granitic area with 

some *ninor deviations. A granitic tcdy with a root extending tc a

depth of 16 km has been modelled tc represent this cathclith.
h

However, several factors s/fculd Le rcted.

First-, the interpretation is "xtitneiy sensitive to the density 

contrast. For example, changing the density contrast uy -0.01 mgal 

{well within the standard errcc) would result i?, a decrease of ths 

required depth/extent to cnly 13 KC frcn the present 16 ka. Second, 

the present profile runs alcnc the edge cf the survey area where 

there is little ccntroi or. regional residual separation. Because cf 

theso uncertainties, the interpreted depth/ex'ent of Gull Lake 

batholith is highly qualitative- Frcic ths shape of the models, the 

Snelqrove Lake and Gull Lake tatholiths appear to thin out 

substantially into sheet-like structures en tneir southern and 

no rt nern interfaces, respective!}.
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From the models on this profile it appears that the sheet-like bodies

near tha aargins cf the bathclitbs protaLly "spread out" from th?
ha 

in oiass. The two bathcliths X/79 teec interpreted as separate

identies and the flcon Lake metavclcanic tody is lying oetween them-. 

however, they could aisc be ncdelled as a single sathoiith which 

coula continue below the metavclcacics with relatively little 

difficulty.

The Moon Laice gravity high coincides with mafic metavolcanics that 

are less than 2-5' km thick.

Modal 2 {rig. 32b)

In order to obtain a mere moderate cepth/sjttent for. the Gull Lake 

batholith than that calculated frcm Kcd^l 1, the 16.09 km upward 

continuation based residual anomaly vi t h a 6.5 mgal oase level shift

was considered for two dimensional interpretation. A 6.5 ka
t

depth/extent for the Gull Lake batholith is chained using a mean

density cf 2.64 qxcm3. Ihe discrepency between the differing depths 

obtained from the twc models points to the problem of regional and 

residual separation i.e., the models are heavily dependent on the 

regional background level chosen.

Profile 00' (Fig. 33)
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The northwest trending profile almost passes through the centre of 

the Uirch-Uchi greenstone eel*-. It starts in the region of the 

Peirriqo Pluton/ catches the northern end cf tile Lost Bay gravity 

high, through the Ckanse Pluton and the Gcddall gravity hign, into

the Berens River acea, and finally ends in iatholithic region cf the
A 

Odell Lake gravity low.

The inward dipping Perrigc Elutcn cf mean density 2-75 g/cmS extends 

to a. depth of about 3 km. l he northern part cf ths Lost Bay gravity- 

high has .been modelled to result in a ^ km depth/ extent for the 

metavoicanic units. The Ckanse flutcn of mean density 2.75 g/cmj 

extends to a depth cf 5 KID and itcdels bith a root at the bottom. The 

thickness cf the mafic metavclcar.ics in the Goddall gravity high 

region is auout ^ km. The totten topography of the metavolcanics 

shows the form of anticlinal/ synclinal and homoclinal structures. 

The Jiapped synclinal a^xis near kilciretie 2^ lies one Kilometre 

southeast cf the deepest portion cf the greenstones.

The granitic area cf the Odell Lake ragicr. has ceen modelled using a 

meaa density of 2.6^1 g/cmJ. The gentle inward dipping bowl- shaped 

granitic ccdy extends tc a depth of less than 6 km.

Profile P?' (Fig.

Thio profile runs northwest per jiecdicular to the main trend of the 

north-central part of the Eirch-Cchi greenstone ^elt. It intersects
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the Allison-Sesikinaga Lakes gravity lew, the positive anomalies cf 

the Grace Lake area, the Shatuneri Laxs gravity high, the Berens 

River area and the Odell Lake gravity low- Two alternate raoials have 

ijeen computed for this profile.

Geological details in the granitic areas are sparse, particularly in 

the iierens River and Odell Ike areas.

Hodel l {Fig. 32a)

The Allison-Sesikinaga Lakes batholith (nean density 2.64 gycm3) 

appears to deepen toward the greenstcne-granite contact, attaining a 

maximum depth of atcut 6 ka. Ihe gravity modelling requires that the 

granite extend oeneath the greecstore celt fer at least 4 km, while 

the overlying Grace Lake aetased imer.ts (mean density 2.75 g/cml ) 

appear to ce very shallow. Ihis uould fit well with a postulate 2/ 

that the Costello Lake, Cook Lake, Eertha Lake and Deaddog Lake 

intrusives all lie along aa anticliral axis.

A mapped anticlinal axis near kilcietre 5/*^ Both mapped an 1:! clinai 

and synclinal axes located in the cetasedinients of th*s Grace Lake 

area fit reasonably well with the gravity interpretation. The 

magaitude cf the residual ancmaly associated wita the inetasedimentary 

rocks and the capped fold patterrs uake it reasonable to assume that

tae Grace Lake metasediaents are underlain iy mafic metavolcanics
K

(niean density 293 g/cml) Hcdels hit/ varying proportions of
A
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m e t -a sediment s to m*sta volcan i cs give- a total thickness between 2.0 -co 

2.5 Km which implies that the m^tasediinents are procaDly at most, 2 

km thick.

Cn the basis of gravity modelling, a synclinal axis is proposed n-sar 

kilometre 70 along the Shahuseni LaK6 an cf the Birch-Ucni 

greanstona belt pcssibly flanked tc the northwest oy a marginal 

homocline, which carries the netavclcanics beneath the granitic recks 

of ta*3 Bezons River area. The synclinal axis could De an extension cf 

the ma-joe fold which controls the structure of the south central area 

of the 3irch-Uchi telt. The 4 ka thic* uetavcl/ canics corresponding 

witu the Shabumeni La K e gravity high rsgicc have been modelled viith a 

weighted mean density cf 2.87 g/cm-3. Tht oietdvoicanics in the Grace 

Lak^ Area underlying the 2.75gycii3 if-tasediments have been 

interpreted to be 2 k4 thick at kilcnetre 5d.

This profile, in particular, suggests that perhaps the vertical dips 

CDserved at the surfacs in grseustcrs i;*?Its are often due to a 

"crumpling" of the rocks, rather than a "standing of tae unit on 

end".

The density sampling northwest cf the Eirch-Ochi greenstone celt 

indicates two different lithclcgies in the Eerens River and odell 

LaJc-3 granitic areas, the corresponding mean densities being 2.73 ar.d 

2.64 g.cm3, respectively. The exact composition of the rocks in theo-3 

areas is uncertain, however, and there is little difference in their
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aercuiagnetic expression. The lack cf geological/ mapping thus makes 

the presented interpretation highly tentative.

Model 2 (Fig, 3"b)

In this model, the mafic and intermediate metavolcanics have been 

modelled using mean densities cf 2. S3 and 2.77 g/cm3^ respectively. 

The interpreted thickness cf the greenstone belt in this model is 

less than 3 km compared to a 4 ka. thickness cotained from i-iodel 1. 

The general shape cf the greenstone belt cstain^d froia model 2 is 

somewhat similar tc that interpreted in icdei 1.

i
Profile QQ {F/ig. '35)

The profile QQ 1 crosses through Snelqrcve Lake granite area, the aeon
t

Laka gravity high, the Gull Lake batholith, the Zion^ Lake gravity 

low, the -Jackpine Lake area and finally, the Shaarstone- Kerswill 

Lakes gravity lew, The profile line is approximately 100 km long and 

trends northwest. A unifron: surface density cf 2.6* gXcni3 has been 

used in the modelling cf the granitic tcdies.

Along this profile the Snelgrcve Lake granitic body has a depth/ 

extent of 5 km. The Gull Lake batholith which has a relatively flat 

base has steep inward dipping interfaces which extend to a depth of 

13 km. Sear kilometre 56, the ncithern interface of this oatnolith
(L

suddenly -joins up witn the sheet-like granitic body of Zionz Lks
l\
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which is prooabiy connected with the Shearstone- Kerswiii Lakes 

batholith. The base of the Gull lake batholith is relatively flat. 

The Sn-3drstone-Kersv.il! Lakes tathclith is modelled as a thin (less 

than 4 km) inward dipping tody.

The doon Lake marie meta volcanic unit separates the Snelgrove Lake 

and Gull Lake batholiths. Ihe netavolcanics have been mocelled using 

a moan density of 2.93 gxcm3 tc result in a 1.5 km thickness. The 

supracrustal unit, mean density. 2.73 gxcm3, of the Jackpine Lake area 

has been modelled tc be 2 ka thick.

Profile BS 1 (Fig, 36)

This profile runs easterly access the centre or the 3irch-Uchi 

greenstone belt and intersects nest gecicgical units at 90o. Some of 

the aoticeaoie ancrcalies alcng this profile are, the Snelgrove Lake
4.

gravity low, the Alliscn-Sesikinaga Lkes gravity low, the Perrigc
A

Pluton, the Lost Eay gravity high, the CXanse Pluton, the Goodall 

gravity high and the Stiff Lake gravity low. Three alternate models 

of the residual gravity field have teen considered for tnis profile.

The geological section shows three mafic to felsic cycles of 

metavolcanics comprising a geclccically measured 9 km thioc sequence 

of greenstone IOCKS which are fcled about a centrally placed main 

synclinal axis (Thurstcn and Jackson, 197a), To the west, the 

structure has been mapped as a homoclinal, steeply dipping, east
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facing succession. To the east, a acre complicated seguence of 

steoply plunging, north trending isoclinal folds, developed on toth 

limbs of a proposed regional anticline, have been mapped (Thurston 

and Jackson, 1978). In this profile the isoclinal folds are cut by 

the intrusion of the Perrigo flutoc. lo the east and west, tne 

greenstone belt is in contact with the Stiff Lake and Allison- 

Sesikinaga Lakes granitic areas respectively.

OL

The Allison-Sesikinaga Ixes gravity lew is a broad region of

negative residual ancmalies lying east of the Eirch-Uchi belt. The
h 

anomaly which is open to t/fe east, suggests that this batholith

extends beyond the eastern fccurdary cf the survey area. Using a mean 

density of 2.6^ g/cmj a v*edge shaped inward sloping model extending 

to a depth of 6.5 km has been nccelled tc represent the oatholith.

Model 1 (Fig. 36a) .

In the first model the greenstone telt having a positive residual 

anomaly of more than 23 mgal has been modelled with ar. assigned mean 

density cf 2.87 gxcai3. This near density value is oased on mapped 

mafic, intermediate and felsic letavcicanic proportions in the 

Birch-Uchi belt (Thurston, 1S76; Gccdw/in, 1972, 1977). Tne maximum 

thickness for the qreenstoces allowed in this acdel is 5.5 Km which 

is ootained directly beneath the peak cf the Lost Bay gravity high.

Model 2 (Fig. 36c)
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In -his modal, three volcanic cycles with their mafic and 

intermediate meaiDers as prcpcsed Dy Ihurstcn et al (1978) have teen 

retained. The calculated thickness cf the greenstone belt along this 

profile is less than u km. A gravity low 'near kilometre 68 coincides 

witn a- mapped synclinal axis fchich is lccated in volcanic cycle 3. A 

buried intrusive hcdy cf mean dersity 2.75 g/cmS which comes intc 

within 0.5 km of the surface is required to model the gravity lew. 

The total thickness of the curied irtrusive t:ody is aoout 3 km. It is 

noted from the residual gravity nap (Elate 3) that the acov-3 lew runs 

along the entire length cf the synclinal axis/ from the Fly Creek

area in the southwest (alsc refei tc profile JJ 1 ) to the Okanse
P
XLuton in the north (alsc refer to profile MM 1 )- This low could

possiol/ te related to an intrusive feature as suggested in the 

gravity model which can ce extrapolated from the Fly Creek gravity 

low, 'Although there is ne direct surface evidence to support it, a 

grab-en fault system (Thurstoc f 1978) at kilometre 68 could give 

credibility to an intrusive hypothesis.

flode L 3 (Fig. 36c)

In this model, the gravity lew at kilometre 6b has been modelled ty 

adjusting the thickness and the geometry cf the various in ata volcanic 

units tftiich retain all the three cycles c r volcanism. I he greenstone 

celt again has a thickness cf ^ km. l he gravity interpretation near 

kiijiu-'itre 63 suggests a thinning rather than a thickening of the
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e belt tc coincide hith the mapped synclinal axis. In the 

previous model an intrusive bcdy was modelled at this locaticn.

In general, the structure cf the greenstone belt interpreted frcm the 

gravity data is much acre ccirplei than the geological mapping 

indicates. The thickness (abcut ^ tc 5 km) of th-j greenstones

calculated from the gravity icdeliing is almost half of what. Thurston
-4. 

(1873) and Pryslak (l^U had measured from the surface evidence. It

is also noted from the volcanic cycles that they are not continuous 

at depth. Discrepancies between surface exposures and estimated 

stratigraphic thicknesses may indicate that additional fold structure 

or tnrust faulting may be present.

L
The .'jurr cundinq Allison-Sesikinaga -C^xes and Stiff Lake granites have

been modelled with a maximum depth extent cf about 6,5 to 7 km. 

wher'2 they are not shown in direct ccntact with the aiata volcanics 

are intended as transition zcnes rather than "basement". It is 

difficult to determine the extent tc which these granites underlie 

the greenstone belt. Schematic drawings (Earagar and McGlynu, 1976) 

frequently show the metavolcanics ccipletely envelope.! in granite 

whicn has intruded the margin between the volcanics and "basement" 

upon which they were originally deposited. Ih^ apparent thickening of 

the granites toward the metavclcanic boundary rather than away frcm
re

it [*-i.g. kilometre 35 to xilcnet// n5) suggests that the greenstone 

belt may indeed be under!. lin by substantial granitic rocK. (which 

vould also affect the interpreted depth), however, the total lack cf
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control over what exists uelcv. the a-sta volcanics makes it necessary 

to restrict the interpretat icr. tc tha margins of the belt.

Profile S3 1 (Fig. 37)

This profile strides d NE and rues across the jietasedimentary sequence 

of t lie Seagrave Lake area/ the irafic raeta volcanic sequence of the 

Casummit Lake area and teraicatss in tha Shearstone-Kerswili Lakes 

granitic area. Two alternate interpretations havs been shown for this 

profile.

Model 2 (Fig. 37a)

The meta,volcanic units on this profile were assigned a, weighted mean 

density of 2.87 g/cn^. The interpreted astavclcanics structure 

suq-j-s'sts two synclinal shaped troughs whose synclinal axes on the 

surface are probatly located at kiicnetre 10 and kilometre 23. The 

mapped anticlinal axis near kilcnetrc 21 is thus flanged on both 

sides by the suggested s^nclines. The thickness of the netavolcanics 

is dboat 2.2 km. The metas^dinients have tsen interpreted with 

underlying mafic metavclcanics hhich thin toward the anticlinal axis, 

near kilometre 21, as would te expected. The gravity interpretation 

also suggests that the netavclcanics extend below the granites for a 

short distance to the north.

Mole! 2 (rig. 37b)
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Thij model is different frcm the previous one in terms of the 

densities assigned to the vaiicus cretavcicanic units. The mafic and 

felsic tc intermediate metavclcacics were assigned densities of 2,93 

and 2.77 gxcm3. Using these density values the greenstone sequence is 

calculated to be less than 2.5 ki thick.

Profile TT 1 (Fig- 38)

This northwest trending profile cuts acicss the northern portion cf 

the 3irch-Uchi greenstone belt v.be.re the detailed geological mapping 

is still net complete. The nest prcninent anomaly or. this profile is 

an 18 aiqal positive residual arcnaly called the Shabumeni gravity

hign. Using the outcrop locations froui the surface geology the
f 

positive anomaly has been e*^laired by the mafic to intermediate

metavolcanic rocks and felsic tc intermediate metavolcanic rocks cf 

mean density 2.93 and 2.73 gxcir3, respectively. The rectangular and 

almost flat bottom shapped mafic inetavclcanics are calculated tc be 2 

km thick whilst the intermediate raetavolcanics are thicker (5 km). 

However, the anomaly could alternately re modelled cy making the

mafic metavolcanics underlie the inter/ lediate metavolcanics. Thisv^/
would have resulted in a shallower inter mediate metiavolcanics than 

the present 5 km.

The rocks of the unmapped Eerer.s River area uere assigned a mear. 

density of 2.73 gxcm3, as determined frcm an average of the density
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sdttpiinq in this region- The steeply north dipping body is about 5 Jem 

deap and Deyond kilometre 30 assumes a shallow sheet-like s-ructure.

Profile UU' (Fig. 39)

The .10 rt h- north we s t trending profile runs across the Trout 3iver 

gravity low, the Stiff lake gra-vity lo*, the Skinner gravity high and 

up to the Berens River area Iwc models bave been computed along this 

profile.

al 1 (fig. 39a)

Ihe Stiff Lake batholith of sean density 2.65 g7ca3 has ceen modelled 

to extend to a depth of l km. The Skinner gravity high has oeen 

explained ia terms of mafic me t a volcanics (aiean density 2.93 gxcni3) , 

minor' amounts of intermediate meta vcicanics (mean density 2.77 

gxcn3) , and metasediments (niear. density 2.75 g/caiS) . The thickness of 

the mafic metavoicanics havinq a syrfcrmal shape is aoout 3 km. The 

vertically dipping metasediments are modelled to be 4 kin thick. The 

interpretation in the Berens Biver arsa is highly questionable since 

the profile is almost parallel to the residual gravity contours

aocal 2 (Pig. 39c)

In this model the mafic useta volcanics cf the Skinner gravity high 

reqicn are assumed tc be cverlain fcj the intermediate ae-tavolcar.ics
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and the tuetasediaients. This reduces the thickness of the 

metasedioents to cnly 0.5 km, compared to the thickness of t; ka 

o bt'lined in do del l,

In the models presented, the deepest part of the greenstone celt 

occurs either at kilometre 2C (ic the ice t a sediments of Model 1) or at 

kilometre 23 (in the mafic metavolcanics of Model 2). From surface 

geology, a synclinal axis has teen napped at kilometre 26 that 

coincides with the thinnest pcrticn cf the greenstone belt presented 

in the two models. It is thus suggested that consideration ae given 

to aove the location of the zapped synclinal axis either 2 km to the 

northeast if Model 1 is preferred or 2 km to the southwest if Model 2 

is preferred.

Profile W 1 (Fig. *0)

The profile strikes northeast and runs across the Trout Lake-stiff 

Lak-3 granitic areas, the Skinner gravity high, the Berens aiver area, 

the Blondin Lake gravity high and finally througn the

Shearstone-Kerswill Lakes granitic area. As explained in earlier
b

profiles, the granitic areas have net /een mapped in detail and thus

various granitic phases h-^ve teer. interpreted on the basis of density 

sampling, Iwo alternate gravity models have teen calculated for this 

profile.

Soti-al l (Fig. fc
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In this model the Stiff lake batholith, aean density 2.65 g/craj,
*

extends to a depth cf 7 ka fer the naiD bcdy The batholith thins to 

the south to Ji less than 2 ka in, the form of an extensive sheet which 

finally joins with the Trcut lake batholith at the extreme southwest 

end of this profile.

The mafic metavolcanic units ccicciding with the tail end of the

Skinner gravity high have ceer modelled as two separate oodies of

mean density 2.93 gxcm3. The tcdies are less than 2 kin thick.

The Berens Hiver terrain gives ac average depth/extent of a^out 2-5 

km for 2-73 g7cai3 recks, as dees the Sheaistcne-Kerswili Lakes area 

(m-scin density 2.64 gycm3). Because the geological mapping is pccc and 

the surface data are sparse, acj structural details shown for the 

bottom topography should net te heavily weighted.

In the alondin Lake area cf the tirch- Uchi greenstone belt, the 

gravity interpretation confirms the mapped synclinal structure which 

is located diractly under the peak cf the Elcndin Lake gravity high, 

near kilometre 68. The model suggests a thickness of ** km for the 

metrt volcanics.

Hod-3l 2 {Fig, UOb)

In the second model it was assuned that the mafic metavolcanic and
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metasediinentary units tear the western end of the Skinner gravity 

biga are underlain jy the Stiff lake granitic rocks. The 

metavolcanic-metasedimentary units cf less than 2 3cm thick are 

considered as remnants cf the Eirch-Dchi greenstone belt. A mean 

density of 2.66 gxcm3 for the Stiff Lake and Trout lake oatholiths 

produced a depth-extent cf 13 km fer the Stiff Lake oatholith and 5 

km for the Trout Lake batholith- The twc differing models illustrate 

the non-uniqueness of gravity interpretation.

Profile HW 1 (Fig, M)

The 30 km long, east-ncrtheast trending, profile ww 1 crosses the 

western end of the Nungesser Ecad gravity lev; and through the centre 

of the positive residual ancualy of the Cell La*e greenstone belt, 

Along this profile three differert gravity models have been computed. 

The qeolcqical data alcng the prcfile is scarce due to the limited 

nature of the rock exposure.

The u mgal amplitude negative residual anomaly coincident with the 

Nungesser Hoad gravity low has teen explained cy a granitic body cf 

meai: density 2.64 gxcm3, The inverted ccne-snaped bc-Iy extends to a 

depth of about C km, having steeply dipping inward slopes on either

It *as noted from density saaplirg that in the Coli Lake gravity high 

region there was a predcminar.ee cf 2.75 gxcin3 d-ansity rocks. The
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mafic metavolcanics of mean density 2,93 g/cmS are flanked on both 

sides uy 2.75 g/ctnS density recks. Ihe area is still largely unmapped 

and therefore zhree different densities have been used on thrae 

alternate models tc explain the geometry of the Coli Lake greenstone

bel-.

f

Model 1 (Fig. U1a)

* 

In the* first model a simple arithmatic maan of 2^3ii ^/cin3 was

calculated from the 2.75 and 2.52 g/ccS density rocks. This leads to 

an assumption that the entire fcsitive rssidu.il anomaly area of the 

Coli Laka qreenstcre belt is underlain fcy a mass of mean density 2. dfc

q/CiaS. A basin-shaped tody with gently dipping margins was .aodeilsd
*

froia the qravity data\ The deecest gcrticn of the basin is 

approximately 2 km thick.

Model 2 (Fig.

In this model a weighted mean density of 2.77 g/cmJ was calculated 

basod on the proportions of the exposed aetavDicanic and the 

grduitoid rocks under the positive residual anomaly region. Using 

thi'3 density value a 4.5 Km thick tcdy which has the form of a tasin 

was modelled.

3 (Fig
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la -he third model it fcas assumed that the mafic meta volcanics (mean 

density 2.93 g^cmJ) and the surrounding 2.75 density rocks are 

responsible for the positive residual anomaly of the Coli Lake 

greenstone belt, Both cf these units have teen modelled individually, 

The model shows -hat the mafic rneta \cicanics are only 1 km thick and 

dip to the south. The 2.75 gycoi3 density tcdy extends to a depth cf 

about 6 xm with inward dipping slopes.

It may be pointed cut that due tc a lack cf detailed geological 

mapping ali three codels are considered tentative.

Profile XX 1 (Fig. U2)

This nortn trending profile passes tbrcugb the Snelgrove Lake and 

OJulL Lake batholi ths , the Casummit lake gravity high, the Zionz Lake 

batholith, the Jackpine take area and ends in the Shearstona-Kers\*ill 

LaJcos batholith. This profile *as drawn using the residual map 

cotained from the upward continuation method as explained in an 

earlier section. Scst cf the residual anomalies under the profile 

are negative and have osen explained cy granitic codies of mean 

d3nsity 2.64 g/cmJ.

-f
The Snelgrove Laxe batholith extends tc a depth ojj aoout 5 kni. Ihe

Gull Lake batholith extending tc a depth of 10 km thins to the north
z. 

where it reaches tc a depth cf cnly 5 km to join up with the Z

batholith. The rocks cf the Jackpine Lake area which comes into
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contact with the Zionz /ake tathciith dip to the north and have a 

thickness of only 2 km,

C
Since the profile crosses the eastern tail cf the ^summit Laxe

gravity high it is represented tv a small positive residual anomaly
#*

leso than 3 mgal in amplitude. Ihercafic metavolcanics and the

metisediments causing this ancialy have teen modelled to occur 

entirely within the Gull Lake batholith. The inetavolcanics on this 

profile are 2 km thick.

Profile YT 1 (Fig. U3)

The northwest trending profile "i'i ' passes through the Aliison-
CL

Sesikinaqa Lkes gravity lew, the setasedimentary area of tne Grace 

Lak'i region, the Shabumeni lake gravity high and finally the Berens 

Biv-if area. Three gravity models have been calculated for r.his 

profile.

(Fig, ^

The interface of the aliiscn-Sesikicaga Lakes batholith (mean density 

2. 6 1 g/cniJ) which ccmes into ccrtact with the rocks of the Birch-Uchi 

greenstone uelt is steeply dippirg tc the southeast. The batholith 

ext3nds to a depth of afccut 8 ku. Eet'-sen kilometres 7 to 12, the 

thi:i (0.5 km) metasediments {iE*?an density 2.75 g/ciaJ) of the Grac*i 

Lake area overlie the granitic iccks of tha tatholith. The
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mstasediments deepen towards the northwest, attaining a maximum

thickness of 5 lcm. The Shatuneri Lake gravity high has been modelled
*

by -he inetavclcanic rocks ci aeac densities 2AS3 and 2.77 g/ctnS, and 

au*: less than 3 km in thickness. Beyond kilometre 30, the 

meta volcanics -are dipping tc the northwest, The depthVextent of the 

2.73 gxcB3 density rocks of tbs Eerens Biver area is about 4 km near 

their contact with the metavclccinics. Away from this contact, towards 

the northwest the Berens Hiver area rocks attains a d^pth/ extent of 

2. 5 kin or less,

Model 2 (Piq. 43c)

This model differs frons Kocel 1 tet*eer. kilometres 10 to 2B where 

unii-ke ilodel l, the Grace lake netassdiments are flanked oii coth 

sidos by the mafic metavolcanics. This configuration has the effect

that 'the thickness of the Gracs lake metassdiments is reduced tc 3.-
P 

km com/arad to the 5 km thickness calculated from Model 1. The

structure of Model 2 suggests ar anticlinal axis near kilometre 27.

dod2l 3 {Fig.

In this model the mafic metavolcanics ot mean density 2.93 

fcee.i brought under the Grace lake aetassditnents which are now 

overlying the metavolcanics. also, the ice tasediments near kilometre 

30 aave iaeen folded along a proposed synclinal axis located in the 

mafic- metavoicanics. This model suggests that the Grace Laxe
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metuoediments are less than 2 kic thick. 

Sil a L'IJ 3 d'

S.
BSJIOtfAL ANOdALY MAP

A

Regional separation cf the Bouguer anomaly field was carried out 

usir.g three different methods. These were: upward continuation 

fillers, optimum filters designed from ar. analysis of the energy 

spectrum, and visual graphical szccthing. As explained earlier in 

Section 5, the graphical regional field (See Plate 2) was found to ne 

the most satisfactory as it seeiis tc represent variations a- the aiei 

and /iDhorovicic discontinuities. Ecr-aover, it is also in good 

agreement with the regional nap cf Innes (1960).

The graphically separated regiccal anomaly (fig. 10 and Plate 2) 

depicted by an east-west trending gravity low is open to the eist and 

ta*33 the general form cf concentric ellipses, occupying tne entire 

area. The regional field varies frci -36 mgal over the English aiver 

subprovince near the southern fccrdei of the aap area, decreasing 

gra lually northward towards the Uchi Sucprovince to less than -60 

mgal, just east of the 3irch-Ucbi telt (Plate 2). The east.-^est 

trending linear gravity contcurs, coinciding with the boundary 

etrfeeii the Uchi and Snjlish Biver Sucpro vir.cas proodDly indicate a 

iii crus-c along this Lcundacy.
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According to Wilson (1971) the depth to the Hiel discontinuity is 

somewhat deeper in the English Biver Sutprcvince (22 km) than in the 

Uchi Subprcvince (20 km) or the Berens aiver Subprovince {18 Kin). 

Similarly, the depth to the Kchc interface (i. s. tha thickness cf the 

total crust) is shallower in the english Eivsr Subprovince (30 km) 

than in the Uchi Sutprcvince (3u ka) ci the Kerens River Subprovince 

(36 kia), This implies that the tctal crust is thinnest under the 

Enqlish fiiver Subprovinca and thickest under the Berens River 

Subprovinca.

A northwest trending gravity . grciile (fig- 44; fer location see Fig, 

10) was drawn across the graphically smoothed regional gravity field, 

starting from the southern ucrder cf the map area and terminating 

north of Hed La*e telf. The gravity profile fellows the line of the 

seismic survey of Hall and Hajral {196:?, 1973). The seismic depths 

aionq the profile were used as constraints fer the regional gravity 

model which was analyzed using a t wc-dimensicnal line integral method 

(Naqy, 1S64). it was assumed that the regional gravity anomaly is 

caused by variations in the crustal thickness and not tty lateral 

density variations,

For gravity models, density contrasts cf -0,2 and *Q,u g/cmB were

estimated for Riel ar.d Moho interfaces, respectively, from .seismic
K 

velocities (nail and Hajnal, 1S6S, 1973) using t/e velocity- versus-

density relationship given in Ludwig et al (1971).
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The computed gravity model satisfying the graphically smoothed 

regional anomaly is shewn in Mg. U4. The model shows in in. -he

variations in crustal thickness Aa.rs necessary to.bsirrj *.u aaiaulat - . A /)

Ihe computed depths\ in /the study area tc the uiel interface are in 

the range of 17 tc 11.7 km ard tc the dchc interface in t ha 33 to 3b 

km range. Ihese depths compare reascnazjly well with the seismic 

depths obtained cy Hall and Hajnal (1969, 1973).

S O Mil A3 Y
A

The results of interpretation c  the gravitational field ov^r the 

Eirch-CJchi and Red Lake greeustcre belts and the surround in -j areas 

have- oe^n discussed. During th*? survey, covering an area of auout 

2100 kin, 5141 gravity stations fcere estacliohed and over 2800 dsnsity 

meaiiiirements were made.

Th'* Bouguer anomaly field was cicitisea at a regular jrii spacing of
9

1\609 km. Thfa field v,a s later divided with its "regional" and 

"residual" ccmponiin ts, using sf ectr um-tased optimum filters, upward 

continuation filters and graphical sucothing techniques. The filtered 

maps were compared with the local geology for toe purpose of 

selecting suitaoie maps *hich could Le used for two- dimensional 

gravity modelling

The spectrum-basec regicnal-resicua l maps were considered least
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applicable since two of the large gravity highs on the regional map 

can oe explained tetter by the upper crustal greenstone densities 

rather than by undulations at the deeper Siel and Mohorovicic 

discontinuities. The upward cent inuaticn based regional snap shows 

less correlation with the surface geclcgy than the spectruia-^jpased 

regional map, but the greenstone telts die still discernible. The 

graphically smoothed regional field which produces a single gravity 

low for the study area was fcund to te the most satisfactory. The map 

is devoid of any upper crustal ceclcgical features and seems to 

represent entirely, the variations at the fiiel and aonorovicic 

di se on t in u it ies ,

A comparison of ^he various residual maps has shown that in aar.y 

areas, negative residual anomalies cf the spectrum and upward 

continuation based residual iaps correspond on the surface with 

higher density anomalous rocks. This makes medelling of the residual 

anctailias a problem lacking in geological control. Artifical todies 

cf low density must ne uuried under the surface to account for the 

regional-residual spearation discrepancy cf negative anomalies, where

the surface evidence clearly indicates high density rocxs. The
f* 

proDl-Jifl has been avcided in the graphically smoothed maps whichare

heavily biased towards the lccal geclcgy. Fer the reasons mentioned, 

the graphically smccthed residual ard and regional maps were adopted 

for iaodelling wcrk

Major residual gravity ancroalies gave been discussed and wherever
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possible, their significance has been explained in terjis of geologic 

structures and tectonics. A brief suimary cf the results is described 

b e lo w .

The residual gravity anctcaliss cf near surface mass distrioution have

been explained by surface densities wnich -ere measured from the 2813
**~

rock samples collected during the purvey. A background density cf

2.6^ g/caiJ was chosen for the granitoid terrain of the area.

It is considered that the study objective has ceer. achieved in that 

the gravity interpretation has demonstrated the subsurface 

configurations o c the greenstone belts and the surrounding granitoid 

areas. The modelled greenstone celts usually indicate broaa synformal 

shapes with varying thicknesses/ averaging U km for the aed Lake 

belt, between 3.5 to u ken fer the Eirch-Ucai aelt, 2.3 km for the 

Dixii Lake belt and about 1 ka fer the Ccli LaKe oelt.

The gravity data suggest that the thickest greenstone section of the 

Birch-[Jchi oelt is present under the psak of the Goodall gravity hign 

the calculated thickness varies betwaen k to 5 fen depending on

the choice of the density value used. The greenstone section then
4U

apparently .begins to thin towards scuth, along the anomaly axis,
A

reaching a thickness of about 3 kin near the southern tip of the 

Gcoidil gravity high. Similarly, the greenstone section is thickest 

{5.5 xm) directly ceiov. the peak cf the Lest 3ay residual gravity 

anonaly and then continues tc thin, along the anomaly axis, both tc
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the south and north producing thickresses of between 3 to 3.5 km. Ihe 

greenstores in the northern part of the Eirch-^juchi uelt, in the 

Blondin Lake and Casummit Lake gravity high regions, are aiout 4 km 

and 3 km thick respectively. Ihe thicknesses of the various

associated arms of the Birch-Uchi te.lt vary from 2 to 2.5 kin in the
Z 

Papaonga Lake area, 1.5 tc ^.5 km in the Coon Lake area; 3 -o ^ km in

the Seagrave Lake area and abcut 3.5 km in Skinner Township. The
e

metasediments of the Grace Lake ara vary in thickness o.m s u..;ir.-j
A

between 0.5 to i kns.

The gravity interpretation indicates that the greenstone section 

prod'iciaq the Todd-Fairlie acd Ccchencur gravity highs is aoout 5 km 

thic*, directly underneath a prctatie synclinal axis. in the 

Emtryo-Telescopic Lakes arm cf the Bed Lake celt, the g.reens-one 

section is less than 1 XED thick.

It is shown that a majority cf the felsic meta.volcanic and 

metdisedimentary units cf the Gchi Sutprcvince are relatively thin 

(between 0.5 tc 1.5 Kin) aad cs^ally underlain ty the thick units cf 

mafic metavolcanics.

The jottcia topographies cf the mcdelled greenstones sometimes reflect 

typical basin or ridge cr houccline-like structures . (or a combination 

cf tAeon) whose vertical projection en tc the surface in aany 

lastances coincide with the napped structure. however, discrepancies 

between the interpreted and the sapped idd structures have alsc beer.
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noticed throughout the stud} area-

Larqa gravity gradients cccurinc at the greenstone^granite boundaries 

have oe-an explained primarily in terms cf large density contrasts 

previiling at tne boundaries. The plutonic bodies of the study area 

have significant differences in their structural pattern ^ini 

dapt h^ext^-ants. The negative accaaly producing granitic Datholiths 

show widely varying compcsiticral differences as evidaut from their 

densities which vary frcra 2.12 gycm5 near the greenstoneVgranite 

contact to 2.64 g/cmS in the centre of the catholith. ttcst of the 

batiioliths (lacking geological zapping) reach down to depths of 

betw-aen U and 7 km, the exceptions teing the Gull Lake (between 13 to 

16 km deep), the ficsen Lase (retfceen 10 to 12 km deep) and the Ircut 

River (ibout 9 km deep) bathcliths. The shallow depth/extent and the 

two-iiinansional ccnfiguraticr. cf sons cf these batholith^ indicate 

that-they are more like a sheet cr fiat sill structures. Tha Dome 

Stoc c intruding into the met a volcanics cf the S e-l Lake belt, 

characterized by a circular gravity low, is entirely enclosed within

the greenstone belt ar.d extends frcre the surface to a depth of 2.6
O 

kin. Ihe Perrigo and Z'kans^ Flutcrs cf the Eirch- rJchi greenstone celt

are modelled to be ^ and 5 KIT deep, respectively.
\

The residual gravity field ir the areas away from the margins of the 

greenstone belts i.e. av*ay free grefr.stone^granite coundary t show 

positive residual anomalies in areas cf probable hybrid granitic 

rocks. Such anoaalits, e.g. ir t h*; Alfcrd Lake area and the 3er a .is
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Elver area, have been explained in terns cf probable granitized 

volcanic recks of density 2.73 ^

All along the southern Dcrder cf the study area, a significant change 

in t ne anomaly level marked by a steep gravity gradient reveals ths 

existence of the bcundsry bet\*ssr the Uchi and the English aiver 

Subpro vinces. The 12 to 15 mgal amplitude residual positive anomaly 

associated with this ccundary, indicate the existence of an east-west 

trending aetasediinentaty trough. It has been shown that in the 

iam-viiate vicinity cf the Sydney Lake fault system, the trough is

less than 2 kin thick and dips gently tc the south. However, a few 
re

south cf the fault System, the trough dips steeply tc the

south/ reaching depths varying between 6.5 tc 12 km. The diatexite 

units of the northern supracrustal dcaain ar3 less than 2 urn thick-

The Bluffy Lake batholith has been -ncdelled indirectly to result in a 

thickness cf aaout 1.5 to 3 km. Ilie resultant gravity aodel shews the 

batholith to oe a thin sheet cr a flat sili-lik^ structure which has 

possibly intruded the underlyirg ae tasediinents from the north,

It lias been shown from the mcdel of the regicnal gravity profile that 

the regional anomaly field ir. the study area can be explained cy 

undulations on the Riel and Hchcrovicic discontinuities,

The second derivative map shews a much mere snarp and close

rela tionsnip te the surface geoicgy as is evident in the centre of
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the Birch-Uchi oeit, where the geology is sest Known. The uands cf 

positive and negative second derivative anomalies in tne centre cf 

the Bircb-CJchi belt are clearlj associated witn the contrasting mafic 

to felsic cycles ct volcanism. Ike second derivative map in 

con/juncticn with geology should frcve tc be an excellent tool in 

resolving stratigraphic and strcctural pccleias in poorly exposed 

Precambrian terrain.

This gravity study forms part cf twc suirirsrs of field work carried 

out by the Ontario Geological Survey- tfitccut doubt, aany refinements 

of the interpreta ticn and the interpretation taethod itself ^il.l ts 

made in future, by tne scientists wcixing ir. greenstone belts.

Howrjver, it is felt that th~ results cf this wcrK do provide an
^

important third dimension constraint tc the geologiststhat v/ill

assist th-3m in generating realistic tectonic oicaels for tae evolution 

of th-2 Archean greenstone tslts.
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FIGO fiS CAPTIONS

Fiq. 1 Location of the study area, 
A

Fiq. 2a Generalized geological msp (See Elate 1 fer legend)



Fiq. 2b Bouguer gravity n 
A

Fig 3 Density Histograms 
A

Fig. i* Sadial Component of lcgarithnic pcv,er spectrum of the Bouguer 

gravity map.

Fiq. S. Calculation of the optittum filters from the spectrum.

Fiq. 5. Radial frequency dcrcain response of the optimum regional
f*

filter dreg (\) ucod*. 
A

Fiq, 7. Hadial frequency dctcair. response cf the optimum residual
 P*

filter bras

Fiq. 4. Spectrum-fcdsed regional ccrcpcnent of the Bouguer gravity map.

* 
Fig. ^ Begionai component cf the Bcuguer gravity aap obtained frcic an

upward continuation to a heicht cf 16,09 ka.

Fiq- 10 Graphically separated rscicral component of tne Boujue 
A

gravity map.

Fiq. 11, Spectrum tassd residual ccipcnent ci the Bouguer gravity

map. Contour interval 2 aqal. Positive contours are shown in dark;

negative contours are shewn in light and; Zero contour is shown ty
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solid ulack line. Areas l to 6 referred to in the taxt are alsc 

shewn.

*
Fiq. 12 aesidual component ci the Bcuguer gravity map obtained from an 

A
upward continuation to a height cf 16.G9 km. Contour interval 2 mgal. 

Positive contours are shewn ic dark; Negative contours are shown ir. 

light and; Zero contour is shewn by solid blacK line.

Fiq. 13. Graphically separated residual component of the aouguei 

gravity map. Contour interval 2 agdl. tcsitiv^ contours are shewn in 

dark; Negative ccntccrs are shor, in light; and Zero contour is shown 

by .solid Clack line!

4

Fig, 1U profiles EZ 1 and Ho 1 shoing the Eouguer anomaly (for^
location see Figure 2b); the spectrun-fcassd, upward continuation 

based'and graphically smoothed regional fields. A plot of tae mean 

densities and the surface ceclccj} is alsc shewn. See Taole 2 for 

explanation of geologic legend.

Fig. 15, Raciial frequency donsain respcns-e of the Optimum second 

derivative filter Hdrv (*) used.

t
Fig. 16 Second vertical derivative cf the Eouguer anomaly niap. 

A
Contour interval 0.5 mgal/Kini. cositivt contours arri saown in dark; 

negative contours are snc^n in light and zero contour is shown r.y 

solict black line.
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Fig. 17. Second vertical derivative cf tbs Ecuguer anomaly map fer 

the central porticn of the Eirch-Ucbi greenstone belt. Contour 

interval 0.5 mgal/ka^. Positive contours are shown in dark, negative 

contour-s are shown in light and, the zero ccntour is shown by solid 

tlacK line. The surface gecicgy ara the napped positions of volcanic 

cycles 1, 2 and 3 superimposed, Geology after ?.Thurston and A.r. 

Pryslak, Ontario Geological Survey fceliminary daps and unpublished 

material.

Fiq. 13. Locations of gravity profiles and various anomaly names 

referred to in the text.

Fig. 19. Profile AA 1 , shewing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface geology. 

Densities in g/cma. For profile location sea Figure 18. See Taele 2 

for explanation cf geologic legecd.

Fig- 20 Profile EE' shoeing the graphical residual and computed 
A

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity ucdels and surface geology. 

Densities in g/cmJ. Fer profile location see Figure 18. See latle 2 

for explanation of 'geclcgic legend.

* 
Fig. 21a Profile CC'V (Mcd^l 1), shewing the graphical residual and

A i
computed gravity ancmaliea, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geclog/. Densities in g/cn^. fer prcfil*? iccacion see Figure 19. See



us
Tabln 2 for explanation cf geclccic legend.

Fig. 21b Profile CC 1 (Model 2), shewing the graphical residual and 

computed, gravity anomalies/ interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities ir. gxcm3. fer profile location see Figure 13. See 

Tab!*; 2 for explanation ef geclcgic legend.

t

Fig. 22a Profile CD 1 (Mcd-3l 1) , shewing the grapnical residual and 
A

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in g/cm.3, Fer prcfil-s lccatioa see Figure 13,-See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclccic iegerd.

^^ 
Fi ]. 4"b Prof ile DD 1 (Mcdel 2), shewing the graphical residual and 

A
computed gravity anomalies/ interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gxcni3. rcr prcfile location see Figure 18. See 

Table'2 for explanation cf geclcgic legecd.

Fiq. i^rrofile afi 1 , shewing the qtafabical residual and computed 

gravity ancmalies, interpreted gravity models and surface g-eolcgy, 

Densities in g/cmj. Fer profile location see Figure 18, See Tails 1 

for explanation cf geclcgic legerd.

}
Fig. 2u. Profile r F'X shewing tte graphical residual and computed

gravity anomalies/ interpreted gravity models and surface geology.

Densities in gxcm3. For profile location see figure 13. See le 2 fer
A

explanation of geologic l^qecd.



Fiq. 2 5 .P r o f 11-3 GG', showing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface geology. 

Densities in g/cmJ. Fer prcfile location see Figure 18. See latle 2 

for explanation of geologic legsrd.

y
Fig, 26. Profile rfh 1 shotting the graphical residual and computed

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface goelcgy. 

Densities in g/cmJ. for prcfile location see Figure 13. See Table 2 

for explanation of geologic legend.

Fig. 27. Profile II 1 , showing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity zcuels and surface geology. 

Densities in g/cmJ. For prcfile location see Figura 13. See Table 2 

for explanation cf geologic iegerd.

Fig. 23, Profile JJ ! , showing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface geology. 

Densities in g/cmS. For profile location see Figure 16. S-3e Taele 2 

foe explanation of geologic legend.

Pig. 2S. Profile KK 1 , shoeing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface geology.p*-*-
Densities in g/crnj, For Profile location see Figure 18. See Taele 2 

for explanation of geologic legend.
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Fig. 30. Profile LL 1 / shewing the graphical residual and computed 

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity mcdels and surface 

geology. Densities in gycni3. Bcr profile location see Figure 18. See 

-3 1 for explanation of geologic legend.

Fiq. 31a Profile Ha 1 (Xodel 1) showing the gra/hical residual and 
A A

compated gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity medals and sarface 

geology. Densities in g/cinj. fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

-: 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend-

Fig. 31o. Profile ftZ 1 iMcdal 2) shoeing the graphical residual and
\

computed gravity ancraalies, interpreted gravity medals ana surface 

geology. Densities in g/cmS. Fer profile location soe Figure. 13. See 

2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. 32a, Profile Nil 1 (dedal 1) shewing the graphical residual and
A

corap'itod gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology- Densities in gxcin2. Fer profile location see Figure 1d. See 

^ 2 for explanation of gsclcgic legend.

Fig. 32o, Profile NiN 1 (Model 2) shcaiag the 16.09 Jem upward
A

continu-aticn based residual and ccnputed gravity anomalies, 

interpreted gravity models and surface geclcgy. Densities i^ qxcm3, 

For profile location see Figure 18. See Taele 2 for explanation cf 

geologic legend.
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Fig, 33. Profile 00', shewing the graphical residual and computed

gravity anomalies, inter p i: e t eel gravity models and surface geology.
T* 

Densities in g/cmS. for profile location see Figure 13. See ble 2
A

for explanation of geolcqic legend.

J
Fig. 3^a. Profile PP ' (2cdel 1) shoeing the graphical residual and

A
computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in g/cnij, 2cr prcfile lccatior. see Figure 18. See 

Tabl-3 2 for explanation of geclcgic legend.

} h
Fig. 3iiD. Profile P? 1 (i-icdel 2) shewing t/s Graphical residual and

A
computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gxcai3. Ecr prcfile location see Figure 1ti. 

See Table 2 for explanation ci geclcgic legend.

Fig. 35. Profile jy 1 , showing the graphical residual and computed 

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface geolcgy. 

Densities in gxcm3. For profile location see figure 18. See latle 2 

for explanation of geclcgic legerd.

Fig, 36d. Profile GR 1 (Hcdel 1) shewing the graphical residual ana
A

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models anl surface 

geology. Densities in g/csB. fer prcfile location see Figure 18. S 

Table 2 for explanation ci geclccic legend.

Fiq. 35o. Profile BE 1 (Mcdei 2). shewing the graphical residual and
A
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computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in g/cmJ. fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geologic legend.

)
Fiq. 36c Profile EH 1 (Kcdel 3) -showing the graphical residual and 

A A
computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

qaoloqy. Densities in gxcm2. fer profile location see figure 13. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. 37a Profile SS 1 (Model 1) showing the graphical residual and
f\ A

compared gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

qeoicqy- Densities in g/coiQ- fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

Ta.Dle 2 for explanation of geclcgic legend

Fig. 37^ Profile 2S 1 (2odel 2). showing the graphical residual and 
A A

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

qecloqy- Densities ir. gxcai3. Fer profile location see Figure 13. See 

Table 2 for explanation ci geclcgic legend.

Fig. 38. Profile li 1 , shewing the graphical r-ssiudai and computed

gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity ucdels and surface geology.
e 

Densities in g7i^m3. Per profile location see Figure 13. See latle 2

for explanation of geologic legecd.

Fig. 39d. Profile L'U' (fccdel 1). shewing the graphical residual and
A

compute.! gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface
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fi, 

geology. Densities in gx^o;3. Per profile location see Figure 16. See

Taule 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. 39u. Profile Utf 1 (flcdel 2). showing the graphical residual and
A

computed gravity anomalies/ interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in g/013, fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. uOa. Profile W (Mcdel 1) showing the graphical residual and
A

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gxcra3. for profile location see Figure 18. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic ieqecd.

* * 
Fig. UOb Profile W (tfcdel 2) shewing the graphical residual and

fl A 
computed, gravity anomalies/ interpreted gravity models and surface

geology. Densities in g/cmj. Fer prcfile location see Figure 18. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

}
Fig. '*1a. Profile Vi Vi 1 (acdel 1) shewing tht graphical residual and

l\
computed gravity accnialies/ interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gycs3. Fer profile location see Figure 18, See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. '-ilo. Profile KW 1 (Hcael 2) showing the graphical residual and 

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models ar.a surface 

geology. Densities in gxcm3. icr prcfil^ location see Figure 18.. see
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Table 2 for explanation cf geclccic legend.

7
Fig. 41c. Profile RW f {Riedel 3) shewing the graphical residual aad

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities and gxcn3. fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclccic legend.

Fig. 42. Profile XX 1 , showing the 16.GS km upward continuation based 

residual and computed gravitj anomalies, interpreted gravity models 

and 5'irface geology. Densities in g^cni3. i'cr profile location see 

Figure 18. See Table 2 fer explanation ci geologic legend.

1
Fig. ^3a Profile YY 1 (Ecdei 1}AShc\*ing the graphical residual and

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gycm3. Fer profile location see Figure 18. See 

Table' 2 for explanation cf gsclc^ic Isgecd.

Fig. ^3b, Profile YY' (Model 2). shewing the graphical residual and

compared gravity anoiralies, interpreted gravity models and surface
c 

geology. Densities in gxj4m3. Fer profile location see Figure 18. See

Table 2 for explanation cf geclcgic legend.

Fig. 43c. Profile YY 1 (model j) shewing the graphical residual and
l\

computed gravity anomalies, interpreted gravity models and surface 

geology. Densities in gxcra3. Fer prcfile location see Figure 16. See 

Table 2 for explanation cf geclccic legend.
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Fiq. 4^. Cross section showing the graphical regional (Location shown 

in Figure 10) and computed regiccal gravity anomalies, ar.d crustal 

structure model. Density contrasts ia CJ/CB3.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Density Measurements

Rock Type Pis

UCHI SUflPROVINCE

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES
All Samples (not weighted)
Granite
Quartz Monzonite
Granitic Gneiss
Granodiorite
Trondhjemite
Quartz Diorite

MAFIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES
All Samples (not weighted)
Diorite
Gabbro

ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVES

METASEDIMENT^
All Samples (not weighted)
Wacke

METAVOLCANICS
Felsic Metavolcanics
Felsic to Intermediate Metavolcanics
Intermediate Metavolcanics
Mafic to Intermediate Metavolcanics
Basalt

BERENS RIVER SUBPROVINCE

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES
All Samples (not weighted)
Granite
Quartz Monzonite
Granodiorite

914
77

105
75

182
99
28

181
88
82

25

154
50

38
270
85

376
14

181
33
34
70

2.58-2.89
2.60-2.73
2.61-2.72
2.63-2.78
2.63-2.82
2.64-2.81
2.67-2.84

2.67-3.21
2.67-2.96
2.86-3.21

2. 60-3. CI

2.58-3.02
2.68-2.84

2.62-2.76
2.62-2.90
2.67-2.90
2.71-3.28
2.81-3.06

2.60-2.83
2.60-2.71
2.63-2.70
2.63-2.83

2.68+0.05
2.64+0.02
2.66±0.02
2.68±0.03
2.70±0.03
2.70±0.03
2.75±0.04

2.90+0.09
2.83±0.06
2.98±0.07
2.80±0.11

2.75±0.07
2.75+0.04

-

2.63+0.03
2.73+0.05
2.77+0.05
2.93±0.10
2.94±0.08

2.69+0.04
2.63+0.03
2.67±0.02
2.71±0.04

MAFIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES 
Diorite

ENGLISH RIVER gUBPROVIHCE

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES 
All Samples (not weighted) 
Granite
Quartz Monzonite 
Granitic Gneiss 
Grandiorite 
Trondhjemi te

MAFIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVES 
Diorite

14 2.71-2.94 2.81+0.05

207 
15 
63 
25 
34 
70

2.58-2.84 
2.58-2.66 
2.59-2.70 
2.62-2.83 
2.65-2.78 
2.63-2.84

2.67±0.04 
2.62±0.02 
2.64+0.02 
2.6810.05 
2.69±0.03 
2.69+0.04

6 2.76-2.96 2.8710.07

METASEDIMENT 
All Samples 
Diatexite 
Metatexite

(not weighted) 348
31

266

2.60-2.91
2.61-2.64 
2.61-2.91

2.72±0.10 
2.63±0.01 
2.74+0.04

Total of all Samples not(weighted) 2,813 2.58-3.28 2.75+0.07

Note: N-number of samples; R*density range in -g 
g/cm3 ; s - Standard deviation in g/cm3

mean density in
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TABLE 2 

GEOLOGICAL LEGEND

PRECAMBRIAN*

EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS

5 Undifferentiated
5a Granite Cin the strict sense)
5b Granodiorite
5c Trondhjemite
5d Quartz Monzonite
5e Syenodiorite
5f Subvolcanic Intrusives

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

INTERMEDIATE TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

4a Intermediate to mafic intrusives 
4b Serpentinized or carbonatized ultramafic 

intrusives
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INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

3 a Metasediments
3b Metatexitic metasedimentary migmatite
3c Diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite

METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

FELSIC AND INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

2 Undifferentiated
2a Intermediate metavolcanics
2b Felsic metavolcanics

INTERMEDIATE AND MAFIC METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

l Undifferentiated 
la Mafic metavolcanics

* These rock units are grouped lithologically and the order 
does not necessarily imply age relationship between groups

A Anticline

S Syncline

ERSP English River Subprovince

BRSP Berens River Subprovince

a Estimate of Standard Deviation

C Coefficient of Correlation



PLATE l

BOUGUER GRAVITY AND GENERALIZED 
GEOLOGICAL MAP, BIRCH-UCHI AND 
RED LAKES AREA

District of Kenora CPatricia Portion) 

Scale: 1: 250 000

Show Bar Scale

LEGEND 

CSee Attachedl

SYMBOLS 

(See Attached)

~400 " Gravity High
,* vs.

-500^ -500-p Gravity Low

Contours of equal Bouguer anomalies at 
intervals of 20 Gravity Units

(20 G.U.- 2 milligal)

Observed gravity data is based on the National Gravity Net 
which is consistent with the International Gravity Standard 
ization Net 1971 CIGSN 71). Theoretical gravity values are 
computed using the Geodetic Reference System 1967 CGRS 67). 
Bouguer anomalies have been calculated assuming a vertical 
gravity gradient of 0.3086 mgalVm and a crustal density of 
2.67 gXcm3

*1 mgal ^ 10 m/sec
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The map was compiled using a gridding and contouring program 
developed by Calcomp CI972L. The randomly spaced observed 
gravity data were interpolated to a one mile CI.609 km) 
grid-cell size. Some smoothing on the final Bouger contours 
was also applied.
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MAP COMPILATION SOURCES

Ontario Geological Survey Preliminary Maps:

P. 1186 Bouguer Gravity Map of the 
Birch-Uchi-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Scale l inch to 2 miles, issued 1976.

P. 1238, Bouguer Gravity and Generalized 
Geologic Map Red Lake Area, Scale 1:100 000, 
issued 1978.

Geology from Published Maps of the Ontario 
Geological Survey

Map-base (Universal Transverse Mercator 
Projection) compiled from National 
Topographic Series Sheets, with additional 
information from the staff of the Ontario 
Geological Survey.
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LEGEND

PHANEROZOIC 

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Organic mud, lacustrine and fluvial clay, 
silt and sand

PLEISTOCENE - --

Glacial till, lacustrine varved clay, clay 
and silt, fluvial silt and sand

UNCONFORMITY 

PRECAMBRIAN*

EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS

5 Undifferentiated
5a Granite Gin the strict sense)
5b Granodiorite
5c Trondhjemite
5d Quartz Monzonite
5e Syenodiorite
5f Subvolcanic Intrusives

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

INTERMEDIATE TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

4a Intermediate to mafic intrusives 
4b Serpentinized or carbonatized ultramafic 

intrusives
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INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

3a Metasediments
3b Metatexitic metasedimentary migmatite
3c Diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite

METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

FELSIC AND INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

2 Undifferentiated
2a Intermediate metavolcanics
2b Felsic metavolcanics

INTERMEDIATE AND MAFIC METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

. l Undifferentiated 
la Mafic metavolcanics

* These rock units are grouped lithologically and the order 
does not necessarily imply age relationship between groups
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SYMBOLS.

Geological boundary 

Anticline, Syncline 

AAAA AAA Fault

Subprovince boundary, in some cases 
marked by fault zone.
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PLATE 2

REGIONAL COMPONENT 
CGraphically separated from Bouguer Gravity Map}

Birch-Uchi and Red Lakes Area 
District of Kenora CPatricia Portion)

Scale 1: 250 000 

Show Bar Scale

Contour Interval 2 mgal
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MAP COMPILATION SOURCES

Ontario Geological Survey Preliminary Maps:

P. 1186 Bouguer Gravity Map of the 
Birch-Uchi-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Scale l inch to 2 miles, issued 1976.

P. 1238, Bouguer Gravity and Generalized 
Geologic Map Red Lake Area, Scale 1:100 000, 
issued 1978.

Map-base (Universal Transverse Mercator 
Projection) compiled from National 
"Topographic Series Sheets, with additional 
information from the staff of the Ontario 
Geological Survey.



LEGEND

PHANEROZOIC 

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Organic mud, lacustrine and fluvial clay, 
silt and sand

PLEISTOCENE -- -

Glacial till, lacustrine varved clay, clay 
and silt, fluvial silt and sand

UNCONFORMITY 

PRECAMBRIAN*

- EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS

5 Undifferentiated 
5a Granite Cin the strict sense) 
5b Granodiorite 
5c Trondhjemite 
*5d Quartz Monzonite 
5e Syenodiorite 
5f Subvolcanic Intrusives

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

INTERMEDIATE TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

4a Intermediate to mafic intrusives 
4b Serpentinized or carbonatized ultramafic 

intrusives
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INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

3a Metasediments
3b Metatexitic metasedimentary migmatite
3c Diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite

METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

FELSIC AND INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

2 Undifferentiated
2a Intermediate metavolcanics
2b Felsic metavolcanics

INTERMEDIATE AND MAFIC METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

. l Undifferentiated 
la Mafic metavolcanics

* These rock units are grouped lithologically and the order 
does not necessarily imply age relationship between groups
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SYMBOLS.

Geological boundary 

Anticline, Syncline 

Fault

Subprovince boundary, in some cases 
marked by fault zone.



PLATE 3

RESIDUAL COMPONENT 

CGraphically separated from Bouguer Gravity Map)

Birch-Uchi and Red Lakes Area 
District of Kenora (Patricia Portion)

Scale 1: 250 000 

Show Bar Scale

LEGEND 

(See Attached)

SYMBOLS 

(See Attached)

Contour Interval 2 mgal

Positive contour 

Zero contour 

Negative contour



MAP COMPILATION- SOURCES-

Ontario Geological Survey Preliminary Maps:

P. 1186 Bouguer Gravity Map of the 
Birch-Uchi-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Scale l inch to 2 miles, issued 1976.

P. 1238, Bouguer Gravity and Generalized 
Geologic Map Red Lake Area, Scale 1:100 000, 
issued 1978.

Geology from Published Maps of the Ontario 
Geological Survey

Map-base CUniversal Transverse Mercator 
Projection) compiled from National 
Topographic Series Sheets, with additional 
information from the staff of the Ontario 
Geological Survey.
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LEGEND

PHANEROZOIC 

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Organic mud, lacustrine and fluvial clay, 
silt and sand

PLEISTOCENE -- -

Glacial till, lacustrine varved clay, clay 
and silt, fluvial silt and sand

UNCONFORMITY 

PRECAMBRIAN*

- EARLY PRECAMBRIAN 

"" ' - INTRUSIVE ROCKS

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS

5 j 5 Undifferentiated
5a Granite Cin the strict sense) 
5b Granodiorite 
5c Trondhjemite 
'5d Quartz Monzonite 
5e Syenodiorite 
5f Subvolcanic Intrusives

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

INTERMEDIATE TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

JU 4a Intermediate to mafic intrusives
4b Serpentinized or carbonatized ultramafic 

intrusives



INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

3a Metasediments
3b Metatexitic metasedimentary migmatite
3c Diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite

METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

FELSIC AND INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

2 Undifferentiated
2a Intermediate metavolcanics
2b Felsic metavolcanics

l Undifferentiated 
la Mafic metavolcanics

* These rock units are grouped lithologically and the order 
does not necessarily imply age relationship between groups
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SYMBOLS.

Geological boundary " 

Anticline, Syncline 

Fault

Subprovince boundary, in some cases 
marked by fault zone.
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PLATE 4

SECOND VERTICAL DERIVATIVE 

CObtained from Bouguer Gravity Map)

Birch-Uchi and Red Lakes Area 
District of Kenora CPatricia Portion)

Scale 1:250 000 

Show Bar Scale

LEGEND 

(See Attached)

SYMBOLS

(See Attached)

Contour Interval 0.5 mgal/km^ 

Positive contour 

Zero contour 

Negative contour



MAP COMPILATION SOURCES

Ontario Geological Survey Preliminary Maps:

P. 1186 Bouguer Gravity Map of the 
Birch-Uchi-Confederation Lakes Area, 
Scale l inch to 2 miles, issued 1976.

P. 1238, Bouguer Gravity and Generalized 
Geologic Map Red Lake Area, Scale 1:100 000, 
issued 1978.

Geology from Published Maps of the Ontario 
Geological Survey

Map-base (.Universal Transverse Mercator 
Projection) compiled from National 
'Topographic Series Sheets, with additional 
information from the staff of the Ontario 
Geological Survey.
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LEGEND"

PHANEROZOIC 

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Organic mud, lacustrine and fluvial clay, 
silt and sand

PLEISTOCENE -- .-

Glacial till, lacustrine varved clay, clay 
and silt, fluvial silt and sand

UNCONFORMITY 

PRECAMBRIAN*

EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

FELSIC TO INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS

5 Undifferentiated
5a Granite Gin the strict sense)
5b Granodiorite
5c Trondhjemite
5d Quartz Monzonite
5e Syenodiorite
5f Subvolcanic Intrusives

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

INTERMEDIATE TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

4a Intermediate to mafic intrusives 
4b Serpentinized or carbonatized ultramafic 

intrusives



INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

3a Metasediments
3b Metatexitic metasedimentary migmatite
3c Diatexitic metasedimentary migmatite

METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

FELSIC AND INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

2 Undifferentiated
2a Intermediate metavolcanics
2b Felsic metavolcanics

INTERMEDIATE AND MAFIC METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

, l Undifferentiated 
la Mafic metavolcanics

* These rock units are grouped lithologically and the order 
does not necessarily imply age relationship between groups
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SYMBOLS.

Geological boundary 

Anticline, Syncline 

Fault

Subprovince boundary, in some cases 
marked by fault zone.




